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^ • Introduction ,
Pn^pose of thesis .
i^iterature which v/as written centuries ago tends
to become less alive from age to age unless those who
study it use a critical approach to such literature,
liiuch of the meaning of the Bible is never conceived by
men who read the Bible as though it v/ere v/ritten in
the present age and for modern readers. In order to
j
I
appreciate the full significance of men's thoughts and
j
I
actions we must knov/ the background upon v/hich records !
j
were set down.
archaeological research and the historical ap-
I
proach to sacred literature have revealed a fascinating
and accurate method of finding truth. The writer of
j
this thesis aims to approach the pertinent materials
in an objective, critical, and historical attitude. IIo
attempt is made to destroy appreciation for the Bible
or to lessen its sacredness. In fact, a deep reverence
for the Bible develops in the mind of the honest student!
j
v;ho asks, "V<hy was a certain book written? In what
aistorical setting v/ere the facts recorded? ,<ho wrote
J
! the first manuscript and v/ho has rewritten it? What did
j
I
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does it mean to us today?"
The purpose of this thesis is to determine the
sources of the Books of kings and to trace as far as
possible their historical composition and construction.
Bbronger emphasis is placed upon determining the
sources and t ne authors of the Books of kings than upon
a chronology.
B. Ivietho d and sources for stu dy
.
Two general types of sources nave been used in
this study, primary and secondary. The priuiary soui'ces
have bean 1 and 2 kings, 1 and 2 (jh x'o ni cle s , Be uter onon^.
and the copies of Assyrian and Babylonian monuments.
The latter source is used chiefly to compare dates of
important events. ii.ny scholar must depend upon these
primary sources for his own critical study and evalua-
{|
tion. It is in 1 and 2 kings that the various sources
||
must be discovered. The different sources are detemired!
in several v/ays. Some sources are referred to by title
j
by the author or authors of kings. In these cases there
is no great difficulty involved in determining the i
!
I





the Car oni cl e s of the ki ng s of Israel, and
j
the Oar oni cl es of t he ki apS of Judah .
j





them are other strands of early literature. The early
temple records
,
the r oy al annal s
,
and the Bo lom on
vv -tl scol
c-ri& en iia'i ofi' oJ’ si aJti;>e;io' ei.xIS' !5:o eeoqTijq o*il'
8JR 83 aoii*Sit o t tn-ii io fi:iooa fexiif io Bt-o'iwoE
.i;0 i.^oirld'Grt.QO -6ii3' rto x.t.jLSpqnioo I -lo x li 'xx^iiiT eldlattoq
wn^ -Lffli uj3 noql; i)eo3lq si 8x8iiilqiiiy ri -j^n o'x'J o
[iOqxJ £l 3Xi 8^ni.H i 0 iliOOXi. B ilvT io 6-i 1>D X: 3i 0"lU0ci
'
. cuo urio 3
.^ Jj u fc. o&o 'XU jc hp.ic jbo ell ,a
Li i)©8;j Deed ev^ii bbo'xjj a&q'^d' x3i;0iiu^i ov/T ,
8t)01XJ02 IBlJX *X C( 00 BO JOIIfi ICT ,'v;i)UaJ ax*-J.
'^cncriBcCo 0(i , c e,toxfi o-Xjdl? S X ,0£iXiXji S i:>ai2 X ao&o ovxii.;
.
8 n 8£ax/n p £u xcioI’y^dacL 3iijB Xi lio e&iqoo prfJ Xiia
la e6o3p e.'i^qmoo oJ vilexio .deoi; 8x BO*Xi/op 'xeJ-J’si: tdT
psoiil .XvOq;p JbaoqeX o'8P£a 'x/iilofloe .o^ptvo ju^Jip'X^x
-3»X.^VB AIPJJJS Xaoxjl'io iiiVo axJ lol obo'Iooo •^‘x^aixaq
peo'iXroa auo iiai Piix ladd' ogtiili 2 Llb I xjx 8X II .noid*
Jbexrjin ‘ t so ei 3 eeoiixos «u©it>l’ixX‘ srfT ^Xb'XOVo.os ii) stf
‘'id o.t i) siigIsi B'Xii bsotuPo sinoS »s^jbv; .Exj'iovee f- j.
oAPd^ 8B8-30 ePod'I’ fix , Cr^a xll’ lo ‘ P “xod ^X)3 *10 I0il3ix3 ©rlcJ’
e dv lin xn xm © a x o ©yI ovn 1 *v, i Ll ox ll 1 J> »}• 3 o;iii op & x
ejp3 9iiX JO oiOQ d Spl ©*13 8po-xo;0o oom^n doL'c .aaoznos
.Xs-^ xol l£, Sa3 X-x lii, ag loXdo/xdl odl ,p^£oXoc Ip
.dBiLl xo p,,ft i^, exlJ lo ©b XPxa o ^xdw bU3-
xfcO<imoo xDxi a&pxijoe XsauiXiU ©b&hx lo aoxe ixxiid'x*^
"XXXB pu'i* . to XXI j^s'isd' X I '^X'X-S xo 0Pii3'Xu“‘S XSiiXo &x3 liibdJ
poiaoiot Sii? X>n3 . o X^Pfi B X3>;ox ©xlX . ^::&10£ei
8traditions are separate c ont r ibut i o ns or sources i'or
the hooic of ohe acts of 8olomon. In order to determine
these ancient sources it has been necessary to study
the tone, the structure, and the content of Ilings. fhe
early v/riters tended to follow a particular theme such
as temple affairs in one case and personal affairs of
the various kings in another case. sHach v/riter has a
characteristic style and where this style is suffi-
ciently distinctive we are able to detect a particular
h a nd
.
fhere are other primary sources v/hich are unnamed
I
but inferred. Here the literary elements and content
help us to determine the sources. fhe Hlijah, Hlisha,
and Isaiah stories are biographical in nature and are
therefore considered as separate sources.
i’he secondary sources are also used in this study.
Competent scholars have made first hand studies of the
Books of kings and have included their c ont ributi ons
in introductions to the Old Testament. Several scholars
such as Burney, Bar ne s
,
and Parrar have written complete
books on the Books of kings. These writers have treated
in their own way what they consider the primary sources.
The v/riter of this thesis uses these secondary sources
I
as guides for study and research. Credit is given to
1
,
i each authority quoted. Opinions of the various writers
i
are used for evidence, but the present v/riter takes
I
lo'x eeo'ij:/ o 8 io aixo x j iroi'i JDpO'' 9;xxi L,iio i ulbii ‘iC
eii j.m'x ttjj o;}' 'XvJjto lil .flOfiioC oc, lo ari^ lu i.ood &iio
I
oJ' v,iBeaeoeii xiosJ a^4 ?i osoiuoa d'aaipn.ti, c-eau^
! e4 i . Ai l^i ’i 0 d- £i & ^0 0 ed ir . u xs , e •x.xi i ^ a ad J , eaoi a d it-
i doua aiaeacr xbIxj ai J‘i£q a yiolLo't 0^ be.-.ae:! aieifiiv;
io 3‘iiBii^ Ij;sdosi ucj[ diixi ©Siio ©xi o fl X e’xixixiii ©Iqmaj sb
B SBii 'xa^xiv/ doiiid »©eBo 'xe.dJ oob ni egBxd dboxtbv odif
-x'iius 8 X axdJ ©lenw Jjna alY.J'a ox ia x'xei ovaxad o
XBlnol d-daq B at oLda oib 01/ evi ;ro0x iai-b ^XiTnexo
, x).f I a d
jbauiJsaaB ©‘xs doxd'^ eoo'xfios •^•iBdx'xq leriJo e'xB ei&dX
jpBxxioo bCB sJ'0©i.i©Xa ^^'x,b*i sir xX ©ix o’lo.: .dadidoxti sna
tiidaiXi:*. ,dBtxXu. 8 d‘i .o&O'xwoa ©axiaxa^iad oi su qiGii
SIB dri^ STBXBC Dx XxiOXdqx'X;. oxd cv'xxt asxxo^a dBiBoi bub
. ssoiijoa ocTBd'XjAXsa aa DSisdlau 00 o*x 0 Jty'isuX
.^xsiJuS a X di.’’ uX hoaxi osXb s'Xb soo’Xuoc 00© «> vd'X
sdi io asxX’JXii'e X>i.iBii 'JS'Xl'i siaBm sVidii s'lBiodoa jq scr ©xiU-oO
an 0 X iao
o
lisdJ)’ iysdxjXo’aX sYBd Xjub spdx.i to a:Iooc.
8 'XBXoiiioa Xb’xsvsci , ifi’aiiiBiJ a
S
jl ^X'j sdit oi aao xi oxfijo*x iti X uX
' exeX'iiuoo ijoj^i'xw svBrf. 'Xbt'xb'x jjnB .eecitad ,XQti'iuL doaa
i) o cT xi •3's: »f evBii sisix'X'. c;,.sdX .e.gnxil io adooE fio s.-food
.esoiijoa ^'iBi'ji'iq ediJ' 'XodieL.0 0 ^£;ox^>l isdv/ ^bw xr.vo ‘xxsrii li x
sooiiToa X'lahci 00 &B ’ sdsxIvT Svid axsadir axiia io 'loJxtx^v 6 dx
oi aovi/j 2 x «xx>£‘'Xl3 .do.TB 686 -i *xo.i ssoxu!^ ea
adoiXTtv; aooXiBv odit . io anoxaxqO .osJoap ixorl^x/B bob©
I
3 o:4[Bi *x’eixTv; ^xi oe.61q sdi ^Ixc^ , 000 Ivs 'xoi £> 8ad e-XB
)
9liberty to differ from these authoritie
their opinions in the light of his own






II, Hi storical s u rve y of the Books of .
i o^i of year s c over e
d
.
The Books of kings record the v/hole regal period
of the history of Israel with the exception of two
reigns. The Books of SaLiuel record the reigns of Baul
and of David up to the deathbed of the latter. In
number of years the period extends over four hundred
tv/elve years, from the accession of Solomon in 971




hi sto ry of e ye nt s .
The Books of kings cover a period in which great
events took place in politics and religion. ijiterary
prophecy was born; trade and commerce arose, and
social cleavage between rich and poor became inevitable;
the northern kingdom lost its political pov/er and force
as well as many of her people who were taken captive
into exile. iUrst ussyria, then Babylonia dominated
Judah, leaving in turn their imprint on her religion.
Such is the general atmosphere of the more detailed
story nov/ to be considered.
1. Solomon bs come s ki ng .
David had promised Bathsheba, one of his wives.
II 1
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0
0 .5 G i sH!
ijoiiaq. Cb^si eloiiw ed^ X'iooex a 3;;x,I !to aJoO'I en’I
o.vd' 'lo noxtqeo.vQ sril dj iv/ laxrr&i I:o 'j;*!: ad's id erij lo
lij'BCi 'to aiigXvJi edo JbxoOfc’'X £bi}r..Jil- to a^.oob. od'x . b x-. 3 i .• i
til ..led-t i;. C Bill lo d-jdd^.6 SJD G.iiS q& iixr divi^a lo odb
j) L'' x I>'. 0 d 'XU ol lavo si)iiGj:’:o ,doix-':t^ odd 8 ‘ibo^- lo luuiux^D
I'io i. i uodoioo xo aoloBi^ooB eroi’ aoTl ,oxbb\. ovIwVyd
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SVXo'CXBO JX‘oJ>C.i G'XCW 0 I..' OlqOC'.i' XGii xo JB 1 1 Oy.’ BX-
LelBr;xx:oxj 3 xdoIv,cbo. otuil , b x x o loxxl .eiirD otox
.xoxglXx^x X 9d ao dijxxqti'x 'ixedx axal ax 3 u,ivBt.X ,riBla'..j
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..5 6X01X31100 ed Ot V/C0 V,TOt3
Gt-
^.P Iv,
,3©vxv, B id lo oD 0- , ^d&'iL.;dldfi X; bb xioo'xq .oc^xi liirxid
that Solomon his son should he annointed king to reign
after him. David’s dying v/ords v/ere instructions to
Solomon to avenge him of his enemies, reward his
friends, and he faithful to Jehovah. The stories of
Solomon’s accession reveal two variant pictures of
Solomon. According to one picture he is insecure uutil
he has destroyed his rivals, including his hrooher
adonijah who had plotted to seise the throne.
Then iidonijah the son of xiaggith exalted him-
self, saying, I will he king: and he prepared him
chariots and horsemen, and fifty men to run before
him. ( 1
)
Aov/ therefore as Jehovah liveth, who hath
established me, and set me on the throne of David
my father, and who hath made me a house, as he
promised, surely Adonijah shall he put to death this
day. and king Solomon sent by Benaiah the son of
Jehoiada: and he fell upon him, so that he died. (E)
According to 1 Chronicles Solomon v/as to he a man
of peace as his name implies. David had seen the folly
I
of his own policy of bloodshed, hut in giving his
blessing to Solomon he charged him to seek peace so
that Jehovah would allo¥/ the temple to he built.
Then he called for Solomon his son, and
charged him to build a house for Jehovah, the God
of Israel. ^nd David said to Solomon his son, ^s
for me, it was in my heart to build a house unto
the name of Jehovah my Cod. But the v/ord of
Jehovah came to me saying. Thou hast shed blood
I IJ l' kings 1:5. ^ill Bible references are quote a from
the xUiierican Standard Version if they are airect
quot at i ons
.
( 2 ) 1 kings 2: 24-25
fi^i 9 *3: oif JbetDionna od S>Li.so:{& woe aijf comdLoa ua;l^
o.$ sn^oxi oxiitexii ' ajb'xcw a’3ivx.-i .mla Tx.d-lx
Bid ^^rraw9*^ ^selotatie e irf 'tp mx:i agxieva od' x:orxaXot
"
.
5;c sexioxt-p exi'i’ .liavorfet, od Xulri uia'x su bL^
,






’to S6TXJXyX4 JojxxxsT o^;i^ j Xaav’fc'x tioxatotfooa t *xi uiaulv^c
il^LiS 6'iiJot-x-.x,ii 21 6.ii S''x;jjpxq. OLO ox a iXi popxl .uoinuXoL
•X 0n j 0 "X'd 3 i ii X on t o X jSXaYX^ O'i^d X q X a Pi/ ax-’d oxi
, e ii o'x ri, J 0 dX 6ci x ©a 0 X 0 O X J o X tl; Xa4 oriw Xi^(, lit 0 O/L
-nin obJIaxG . dX X-jupdix nqa qd X dai, in ob no ii'-i. ‘
lii’rd- X 0 *x ey 0 xq ' e'd X iia ^n X ii bd xixv/- I , ^n i'4d s ,ilt8
e'X’oX.acf a SIX od" 'a eci x&%it b-a'B ,rx£>.n9 xaoa -biTij adox'xarix)
t X ) , Liirl
di/ad odv/ .dd'svlX ifavoAiat pa o’loxtix^xdd' ^
JbxYaCl' ‘so eKOTiicJ' t.rfd' no a/x d;a£; daa
,
eai Xo Xa iXcfad’ e 9
0fl QB .opxjori a eq odara d'lfad ox£v< a«B , 'xe'rU.a'^
Sxtij rid’.aap qx ;ti;q acf IXada'^ dat^tioXX , LG&xiao'iq;
Xo ii.;oq eiit djdxaned '{d d’cPs ciorioXqL .ijjK la 'J&nA ' ,xnb
(X:j \XoxX oi! J’iJdd' 0 2 ,t!iixd tXsl &ii .5na :ai>axoxIeX
iiaxa' a oa od- eaw noixolob ^oiqxnoaaO I ou ^xiiX'iooo.ri.
Slid- nees Xan XxYad .selXci'CTX exri b& poaeci Xo
aid ^nxvx^ nx 1 sj6 ,X»OiisXoo Id iq «wo eln Xo
"03 eoaoq Xepe. ot w id' f/V^j’xano od nomoX oii oX ^nxdXiqld
r
J- .X'XXnd Pd oX q.CqiiioX Odd VvoXXa XXnov; riavodot.
one ,noa & x|i nofltolQc, idit XoiXap t>d iiddX
jaoO oxi'i?
,
AB.Yoa'loX -xo'X Qaood x; XXiad ot ruixi. Xe^'xado
3^. ,flo,3 cid riosjoloi. oX ijxae ijivaU adA .XeetiKl io
! ojxiij epnod a XXx.qp o^J" w'iap.d, nx. anYf Xi , qm.’xo j;
I
2:o d iow on? Xoc .a oXiv '\ixii daYOdP’^? 'io eaian o^id-
; booLd b&i'B liaan nodX ,;^xxi'iao »iii ox eiXiao xiavonqt
^ ^ ^
tx yni
£110*1 €' J o£ip *^>'1 bLq lix -L . ‘1 : X x i x y
X 0 q 'X X i2 DI d '4 © ci X X X xpo X © V i<*i ddn a dn xi a o X 'X Ptu. o n X
, aiiO XX'iiXoijp
!abundantly, and hast made great wars: thou shalt
^
not build a house unto my name, because thou hast i
shed much blood upon the earth in my sight. Behold,!
a son shall be born to thee
,
v/ho shall be a man of i
rest; and I will give him rest from all his enemies |
round about, for his name sMl be Solomon, and I j!




Solomon v/as first a murderer to achieve his
throne; then he was a man of national peace because
such a policy v/as best for himself and for his nation.
||
I'he two pic tures are not contradi ctor y , but tney give [
li
a more complete viev/ of Solomon and his policies.
|
influeac e of Solomon
.
|
Inf luence on c ommerce
.
Solomon introduced a new and splendid era for his
people. It was Solomon's commercial policy which gave
|
i
Israel its wealth and apparent prosperity as a nation. !
i
li
In commerce he established relations not only
.j
with fyre, and the Hittite and Syrian kingdoms closej
at hand, but v/ith ^rabia, Sgypt and perhaps with
i|
India through his fleet on the xied Sea, v/hile ships
j
of his were also sailing along v/i th those of i
Phoenicia to the various countries on the Liediter- S
rane an. ( E
) j
In literature and science Solomon v/as instructed
l
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incraasad conmiarce greatly influenced the de ve lopiiient
I
of art and culture be cause of the contact thus made
with higher civilization. I'he Israelites unae r oolomon j!
began to appreciate the arts of life and to taka on the !'
I
traits of modern Jews. xilew q^ualities developed out of
the splendor and luxury of the growing and ever widening!
Israelite civilization. i'he spirit of adventure caused
the Jev/s to spread over all the then known world,
b, I
n
f 1 ue nee on s tate .
Solomon's commercial and political policies were
closely related. Solomon realized the necessity of a
strong commercial policy to support political affairs.
"Solomon was rich and manifestly fond of state. "(1)
j
i
Just outside Jerusalem great temples v/ere -built to
j
1
AShtoreth and to other gods; the writer of kings calls
|
i
these temples "the abominations" of Moab and of Ammon. I
I
iPor Solomon went after Ashtoreth the goddess ofi
the Sidonians, and after kilcom the abomination of \
the ii.mmonites (2) 2i.nd the high places ware before
Jerusalem, which were on the ri ghx hand of the
mount of corruption, which Solomon the king of
Israel had builded for .-i.shtoreth the abomination of
koab
,
and for Milcom the abomination of the children
of ^mon, did the king defile. I3j
Solomon had taken the hint of his father's atteripisj
I
at splendor. \<'ealth was the outward expression of
splendor and Solomon set his ambition on acquiring
TlT kumby, ]op. c it
. ,
( 2 ) 1 ki ngs 11:5.
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wealth. In order to gain his wealth he made the state
j|
the means of selfish ends rather than the instrument toi;
secure common good for his people. Lionarch he was
|
indeed. But he lacked the spiritual insight and moral I
ij
capacity to see that a reign of selfishness v/ould go !j
|!
against his future success. fo meet the outlay re-
j|
quired for his magnificent buildings and for the cost 1
of court administration Solomon levied heavy taxes upon !




his reign was burdensome as well as glorious because !i
i|
Israel’s economic basis was too small to support the
j
vanity of a selfish king. 1
t
fhe very system which built up the v;ealth and
|
treasure of t ne kingdom-state became the heart of the
||
i
doom Vi/hich followed. I'he precious metals, magnificent
|
buildings, and costly art of the enricned state were I
!
unproductive and proved to be only temporary wealth,
|j
3, xiehoboam the ” head- st ro ng. ”,
In Bolomon's old age his son iiehoboam became
king. Judah accepted the succession but Israel resented
the oppression from the hands of the new king v/ho said,
^nd nov/ v/hereas my father did lade you with a
heavy yoke, I will add to your yoke*. my father




( iT 1 kings 12; 11.
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Jeroboam, the son of ijehat, v/as one of the labor
superintendents who was supervising a group of forced
j
i
laborers in the building program of Hehoboam who con-
tinued the plans of Solomon. In him the laborers found
!
sympathy and a way out. The prophet Ahijah of Shiloah
j
instigated Jeroboam to lead a revolt of the ten northernj
tribes. The following is a brief scriptural description
i
of the appearance of the prophet ^^xhijah ana the work of
j
Jeroboam:
' ^nd the man Jeroboam was a mij^nty man of valor;!
I
and Solomon saw the young laan that ne was Indus- I
trious, and he gave him charge over all the labor
|
of the house of Joseph. ^».nd it came to pass at 1
that time, v/hen Jeroboam went out of Jerusalem, ‘
I
that the prophet ^hijah the Shi Ionite found him in
jj
the v/ay; now ^j.hijah had clad himself with a new '
,
garment; and they two v/ere alone in the field. ^^nd '
i
ahijah laid hold of the new garment that was on him,!
and rent it in twelve pieces. ^nd he said to '
Jeroboam, I’ake thee ten pieces; for thus saith |i
Jehovah, the God of Israel, Behold, I will rend the
|kingdom out of the hand of Solomon, and will give
i
ten tribes to thee. (1]
I'
I
V/hen the labor issue came to a head the v/orkers ll
i
stoned one of the overseers to death. There was in
j




Jeroboam was forced to flee into Bgypt but later re-
I
turned to be the leader of the revolting tribes v/ho
took the name Israel and established the capital at
Samaria. The two remaining "CribciS formed the Southern
I
ri7~r~Zi ng 's“TIT2 ti - 51 .
I

ilingdom of Judah v/ith Jerusalem as the capital city.
liehoboam returned to Jerusalem and found Judah willing
{
li
to stand with him. he made war on Israel and tried to
|j
force her to accept his rule. 1 x^in^jS 1-i : hO says that
||
I
there was constant v/ar betv/een x\ehoboam and Jeroboam,
|
but none of the events of v/ar are directly recorded. I
I
i
'fhe uprising against he hobo am v/as an attempt to
|
save representative democracy v/hich v/as threatened by !
the tendency t ov/ard despotic and hereditary monarchy
!
under Solomon and he hobo am. i
I
Out of the South came Shishah, the king of hgypt
, |
to invade the land and to plunder the temple while
Jeroboam kept hammering on the iJorth.
xind it came to pass in the fifth year of
king Kehoboam, that Shishak king of kgypt came up *
against Jerusalem; and he took av/ay the treasures
of the house of Jehovah, and the treasures of the
king’s house; ho even took av/ay all: and he took









4. ” l'he house of '*
I'he kings in Israel followed one anotner rapidly,
each succeeding the other usually through the blood of
|
his predecessor. In the reign of Omri, Israel's sixth
j
rri' 1 kings''T4T25-S6.
( E ) 1 ki ngs 14: SO . *
(

king, tha tan tribes increased greatly in power, Omri
made a great mark on the neighboring iiations; not much
attention is given to him in the Bible but in the
Assyrian records the kingdom of Israel is often spoken
of as ’’the house of Omri,” I'he lioabi te stone tells
about the conflicts between Omri and tne king of Lioab
,
his neighbor lies ha,
5 , Ahab
xkhab v/as the '’Solomon of the Northern kingdom"
with all his magnificance and buildings, as well as in
his Phoenician connection, ne married the daughter of
the king of Sidon, I’hrough Jezebel, his v/ife
,
^i.hab
introduced the Baal gods v\/ho v/ere condemned by Alijah,
It should be noted here that contrary to common opinion
ja.hab did not himself desert Jehovah as his God; ^hab
named his three children after Jehovah,
6. Jehu "son of Omri.”
‘i’he iiSsyrian inscriptions contain the name of
Jehu. We are not sure just v/hat v;ere the relations
between Jehu and Assyria. Second kings 1B:S indicates
that the Assyrians were of no help in holding off the
Syrians. i'he ^^ssyrians swept down upon Israel and
demanded heavy tribute. During Jehu’s reign the Syrians
took all the land east of the Jordan from Israel, (1)
riTTeri'tz. 0 i K. p. 173.
VI
II
Jehu^s bloody reign proved disastrous to Israel; for
j
1
half a century Israel suffered a national decline.
j
I
DQ c i Q unde r Je hoa ha z and r ise u nder Je hoash
.
|
During the reigns of Jehoahaz and Jehoash, son and|
1
,
grandson of Jehu, Israel continued to suffer from the
j
ii.rameans under Hazael. I’he materialistic ideals of the
j
I
Hebrew civilization were bringing death to the liation.
Israel was left v/ith only a fev/ square miles around





But Assyria held the Hey to the future of Israel.
|
Assyria swept down and took Bdom, Philistia, Damascus,
|
i




Assyrian armies had been withdrav/n, Jehoash turned upon I
those who had taken territory from his father and grand-
father. Jerusalem in Judah was captured and Judah
became a vassal of Israel.
Israel was nov/ well on the upgrade. Damascus
had been crushed, Assyria was busy with wars to the
north, especially with Armenia, and Jehoash could
leave to his son a free kingdom and great hopes. (1)




Little mention is made in the Books of kings of
the most happy period of Israel, known in much modern
i
writing as "Israel's Indian Summer." Jeroboam II, son
1
of Jehoash e intended his reign over practically all of




the territory waich had been in David's kin^'dom. Dor
a whole generation both Israel and Judah lived under
I
j
the reigns of able nings. i
In the fifteentn year of iij.ia 2iiah the son of
Joash king of Judah Jeroboam the son of Joash king
of Israel began to reign in daiuaria, and reigned !
forty and one years. (1) !
^nd Jehovah saia not that he vrould blot out
j
the name of Israel from under heaven; but he saved
|




V/hile external evidence shov/s Judah and Israel in
j
j
splendor, peace, and wealth, internal evidence gives a
j
1
picture more disheartening, I’he v^ork of iimos and Hosea !
i
i
v/as directed against the great social and moral decay.
,
I'he great middle class was either killed or held in
|





9. De cl i ne and fal 1 of the Do rther n k i ngdom.
|
Israel and Syria formed an alliance to crush the
house of David, hoping to put a king of their own upon
the tnrone of Judah. In the nistory of this Syro-
Dphiaimitic v/ar the prophetic activity of Isaiah comes
before us. Isaiah was not strong enough to persuade
king khaz to trust wholly in Jehovah, Israel became
the tributary of Assyria after she sought the aid of
figlath Pileser. Damascus was taken and the population
rr)'~^’"ki ngs 14:23.
(2)2 kings 14: 27.
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v/as carried away. Israel sought the help of il^yp'^
through intrigue for which offence Assyria took iiamaria
and deported the inhabitants. Thus came the end of the
northern kingdom at the hand of dargon in 12.Z h.O.
10. Ju dah resi s ts Assy ria but bows to Baby Ion .
Hezekiah tried desperately to build up Israel
internally by religious reforms. But the armies of
nineveh were pressing toward Egypt and threatened to
absorb Israel v/hich lay in their path. Hezekiah bought
protection from Bennacherib v;ho had succeeded Sargon
to the ii.ssyrian throne. Bennacherib broke his truce
with Hezekiah and sent his army ag^ainst Jerusalem only
to reiireat in paiiic wnen a pestilence destroyed a great
part of the army; Jerusalem v>/as spared.
How the great Ghaldaean pov/er rises ag,aiast













aiding him in his campaigns against the Assyrians and
in the next reign carried manasseh the son of Hezekiah
and king of Judah captive to Babylon (B Ghron. 33;11).
Josiah attempted great religious reforms for Judah. He
helped defend Assyria against the emerging and con-
quering Ethiopian kingdom and lost his life v/hile pur-
suing Pharaoh-He cho at the battle of Legiddo. Jehoahaz,
the next Judean king, was taken prisoner by Pharaoh and
Judah became the object of Babylonian attack. Jehoiakim

held the throne for eleven years of turmoil. His son
Jehoiachin ruled for only three months and v/as carried
cai^tive to Habylon v/i th many of the upper class people
of his kingdom. Zedekiah, a third son of Josiah and
vassal king under Hehuehadre 2 zar soon revolted. This
brought about the final blovi/ in which the Ghaldaeans
took the city, devastated the lana
,
and carried all but
the very poorest people to Babylon.
I'he period from 566 to 561 B. 0. was important in
the history of Hebrew life. During the dispersion the
people taken and driven from Jerusalem settled in
Babylonia, Egypt, and Palestine. Phe great kingdom
founded by David had fallen. Phe Exile became a tran-
sition; the kingdom later revived "is no longer a
nation, but merely a religious community, a church. "(1)
Hebrew national history had ceased and Jewish history
began. A gradual transition from the period of the
prophets to the period of the priests was made during
the Exile (E) Ezekiel was a representative of this
transition because he v/as both prophet and priest.
Evi 1-mer odach of Babylon v/ith a more liberal policy
soon allov/ed political expression of the Jewish hope
I for Jerusalem.
!
nrperitz, ££. ci t . , p. El 7.




IQ the th ir ty-se ve nth year of Jehoiachin's
captivity a nev/ king of Babylon, Bvi 1-rn er odach
,
came
to the throne, and lifted up the long imprisoned
king of Judah, and raised him to a place of honor
among the vassals v/hom he lie pt around him. (1)
C. O hro nolo gy of the Il i ng s of Judah and Israe 1 , wi th
ian and Babylonian 8y nchronisms .
of .j^cces Sion, A^e n g t h of r^e
B » 8 .
971 do lomon
952 xiehob cam. .17
9 52 Je r ob oam
916 ^xb i j am
914 ^sa .41





Omri . . .12
874 Jehoshaphat .25
855 Aha ziah . 2
854 Je horain .12






857 Je hoas h
816 Jehoaha z. . . . . .17
800 Je hoash .16
798 Ama ziah
7 90 .-1. za riah
785 Jeroboam II . . .41
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720 He zekiah . . 29 Pall of
Samaria 722
692 Ivla na 3 s e h , .
I nvasi on 701
638 Amon 2
637 Jo siah ....




59 7 Be6.ekiah. .
Je rusal em 587
It is possible that tne Babylonian and ^ssyr ian
monuments v;ere available to t he niblical authors of
1 and 2 Aing s; however, the writer of this thesis doe s
not find sufficient evidence to say that the Biblical
!
account v/as influenced by those records. Liany of the
|
dates in Ilings are almost parallel and some are parallelj




does not substantiate our saying that the Biblical i
account was influenced by the Babylonian and ^i.ssyrian
records. There may have been records which were used
j
I
by Biblical writers but v/hich are not now available to I
I
us. It is only a conjecture to say that the records in
|
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to the kooks of Bamuel and v/ere not divided into tv/o i|
h
ij
books. The first two chapters of 1 kin^s are a con-
j
»
tinuation of David's court affairs found in 2 Samuel 19-J
I 20, and are an introduction to the kooks of kings which
!|
follov/ 2 Samuel 24. Until 1517 A.D. kings was reckoned !'
|l
in the Hebrew Bible as one book. The Greek translation li
considers the Books of kings as the third and fourth
j
books of the kingdoms, the two Books of Samuel being j!
the first tv/o. ( 1 )
|j
ji
The Latin versions follov/ed the divisions, but 1!
not the names, of the Greek. The two portions of 1
Samuel, they called 1 and 2 Samuel, and our books
1 and 2 kings. Jerome though he knew that each of
these pairs ¥/as but one book, did not attempt to
change titles which had been so long accepted. And
the whole of the V/estern Church has followed the I
Vulgate. { 2 ) ij
I
The title is derived from the contents of the !
I
books; the books give a history of the kingaoms of
j
Israel and Judah by lihe use of biography centered aroundj
the various kings.
!








B . Ida .1 or divisions ,
'i.'ha following are the major divisions of the BookSji
I
of xlings without regard to dates of compilation. j
I
1. 'j?he reign of Solomon. 1 IZgs. 1-E,
j
2. fhe division of the i:ingdom after the death of
1
I
Solomon. 1 Ilgs. 12:1-24.
j
3. fhe parallel history of Israel and Judah to
j
the fall of Samaria in 721 B.G, (now recognized as 722 f
'I
B.G. by most scholars). 1 Zgs. 12-2 ICgs. 18:12.
j




Nummary of c onte nt
s
of 3^ and 2 IZing s .
jj
Qlo s day s £f t^ lif e of Bavi d . 1 Lgs. 1:1-
|
2:11. 1












in all his glory
. 1 Kgs. 2:12-10:291,
“ — — ———
j
(a) itemoval of his adversaries. 1 Zgs. 2:12-
|
46.
(b) His piety and wisdom. 1 Kgs. 3:1-28.





(d) Solomon’s Temple. 1 Kgs. 6:1-38. j'
I
I
(e) His royal palace. 1 Kgs. 7:1-12. j

ipe
(f) Vi-orks of hiram, the fyrian brass worker.
1 kgs. 7:13-51.
(g) fhe feast of the Dedication.
1 kgs . 6: 1-9 : 9
.
(h) Solomon’s power, wealth and fame.
1 Kgs. 9:10-10:29.
Solomon i^ tur ne d from th e hi s
p ro spar ity is b roke n . 1 i^gs. 11:1-43.
4. fhe di vided kingdoms , I srael an d Judah
.
1 Kgs. 12:1-2 Kgs ld:12.
!j
(a) Prelude to the separation. 1 Kgs. 12:1-24^
|i
(b) Israel. I’he son of Debat \^o made israelji
ij
to sin. 1 Kgs. 12:25-14:20.
(c) Judah. Ihe lamp preserved for David’s
sake. 1 Kgs. 14:21-15:25. |j
||
(d) Israel. Ihe way of Jeroboam. I'he Kings. |i
1 Kgs. 15:25-16: 35. if
I
I
(e) Klijah. I’he prophet in Israel. Ii
ii
1 Kgs. 17:1-19:21.
(f) Syrian invasion of Israel. 1 Kgs. 20:1-42.
(g) Daboth is stoned to death.
1 Kgs. 21:1-29.
(hj Judah and Israel in alliance.
1 mgs. 22:1 — 2 jx.gs. 3:27.
(ij Klisha. ’ne did v^/onders ia nis life'
2 Kgs. 4: 1-b: 15.
||

( J} ij'ruits of the alliaace between Judah
Israel
. 2 kgs. 8:16-0:27.
1 k j Israel
.





( 1) Judah. xj.thaliah and Joash.
2 kgs 11: 1-12: 21.
(
m
) Israel I’he house of Jehu.
2 kgs. 12:1-25.
( n) Ju dah
.
krnaziah meddling to his hurt.
2 kgs. 14:1-22.
( 0 ) Israel
.
I’hird and fourth generations
Jehu ' s house. 2 kgs. 14:22-15:12.
(P) Israel and Judah. I’he 3y ro-kphraimi t
e
war 2 kgs. 15:12-16: 20.
( a) Israel Last days of the ten tribes.
2 Lge. 17: 1-18:12.
5. fh e tw o t ribe s . 2 Lge, 1 8 : li3-26 : hO
.
(aj hezekiah. 2 kge. lb:lh-20:21.
Ibj jiianasseh and xiinon. 2 kgs. 21:1-26.
(cj Joslah. 2 s. 22: 1 — 22: 20.
id] I’he falling away. ' I’he ojord could not
pardon.' 2 kgs. 22:21-25:20.
k. liate of c ompi 1 at i on .
Because of the nature of the Books of kings it is
impossible to establish one single date as the date of

i£8
compilation. Different sections were compiled at var-
ious times. This work which is partly historical is
itself based upon sources. Llany data are lacking which ,
if known would help to establish a date. Here v;e are
concerned not \Nith the date of the sources primarily i|
i!
but with the date or dates at which the sources receive^;
edition.
!i
The age of the book is determined by the follov/in^
evidence: it records the two sieges of Jerusalem by
the Babylonians in L97 and b66 3.G.; it tells of the
!i
destruction of the temxJie
,
the x^^l^ce , and the city
walls; it gives the assass ina ti on of (ledaliah, governor
of the desolate land; it tells of the fleeing of the
Jews to kgypt; and the last event recorded is tne
liberal action of kvil-Lie rodach in B61 B. G. Home
critics think that this last evidence should not be so
considered because of the possibility that some later
hand may have added it. Other portions of the book
v/hich do not point tov/ard a consistent date are them-
selves fitted together loosely in the context and v;ere
likely included by an editor, "The book in its present
form cannot, therefore, be earlier than, say about 580
B.G," (1) The latest possible date v/ould be 561 B.C,
Xoore
,
0 T, p. 101.

Professor (iray gives the follov/ing treatment of
the date of the Books of kings
kings must have been v/ritten during or after
the kxile
,
for it brings the history down to the
fall of the monarchy and the kxile ( Bb6 B.C.), and
in 2 kings 2b; 27 ff. the release of Jehoiachin in
561 B.G. and his subsequent life are summarily
referred to. moreover, 1 kings 4:24= was v/ritten
by one to v/hom daza is beyond the xviver (kuphrates)
i.e. by one who, probabTy having settled as a
captive in Babylon in 557 or 5o6 n.G., was at the
time living east of the kuphrates. Other pro-






i ve n i n t he
not also i ii certain pas
form of prophecies; see
sage s tna t
1 xxings
22; 15-20.2 kings 20;17 f.; 21;10-15;
Since no return from k^iile is recorded, it is
possible that the writer, who recorded the release
of Jehoiachin, v/rote before the release of the
people as a whole in 558 B.G. (1)
Five hundred sixty-one B.G. is the date of the
latest recorded event (2kgs. 25;27j; therefore the
compilation must have been subsequent to 561 B.G.
However, some references in the Be utero nomic sections
imply tnat the kingdom of Judah is still in existence
(1 kgs. 11;36; 8;15-55; 9;5; 15;4; 2 kgs. 8;19; 17;18, i
21-25.) ( 2 ) i
From the above facts we see that there were two i
I
Beuteronomic editious; one, designated in modern writing!
I
by ±\ B, dating from near tne e na of tne kingdom of
Judah, c. 557-586 B.G. extending to 2 x.int,s 25; 50 or
j
ri J' dray" g"i’ n 0 f, p. 76. I
1
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24:1; the second edition, designated oy D 2, c. t60
h. (J.
Creelman skives his opinion from reasoning, based on
absence of references to the return from ^:^:ile. i‘he
return from iixile was about 537 B. 0. , and since ilings
makes no reference to that return it seems reasonable
to conclude that the editorial work of K D 2 v/as prior
to that date. fhe fact that the Beuter c nomic Code and
not the Priestly Code, v/hich began to be codified
probably in the latter part of the Bxile, is the stand-
ard by which the kings are judged favors the same
conclusion as to date, (1)
Professor Pfeiffer says that "The author of kings
( hd } used only J the bulk of v/hich was h (a source
dated after 586 B.G.j; J reached to the division of the
kingdom. " ( 2 J
In order to be fair to the evidence v/ithin the
Books of kings and to scholars v/e can say tnat the
Books of kings were compiled after the beginning of the
captivity at Babylon and before its close i c. 5oo-53b
B. C. ).
B. Bate s of e ve n t s _in the ^oks of ki ngs in re lati on
-n-ssy r ian and Babyl oni an monument s
.
riT Creelman, ci t
. , p, 61.
(2) Pfeiffer, h T k, p. 311.

The Assyrian monuments frequent help in
correcting and confirming dates and events of Biblical
history. Usually when there is conflict betv/een Assyrianj
evidence is accepted. The secular records of Assyria arej
!
considered more accurate for the follov/ing reasons*.
(a) Biblical history was not interested in time of events
but rather in the meaning of events; (b) frequent dif-
ferences are found among Biblical dates; and (c) the
xissyrians had a definite method of counting time v^hile
the Be brews did not.
The ii.ssyrian kings kept lists of years and of
principal events, to which scholars have j^iven the
name "Bponyrn xiists," because each year v^^as named
{
after the king or some officer. Tablets containing
!|
these lists have been recovered on v/hich we can stilljj
read the chronology from b95 to 666 B.G. This list j
accordingly overlaps the list or ’’canon” of Ptolemy, li
Borne of these Assyrian kings were also kings of
jjBabylon, and where the lists overlap they agree. One |
of these lists mentions (in a marginal note) an
eclipse which occurred at Aineveh in the month Bivan
(Llay-June), 763 B.C. This eclipse has been calcu-
lated and verified by modern astronomers, so that
|
the chronology covered by these lists rests upon a
|
secure scientific basis. (1) 1
ji
The f oil ow ing date
s
are de ri ve
d




854 B.G. xihab in the battle of karkar against the
Assyrians (not given in the Old Testament).
842 B.G. Jehu pays tribute to Assyria on the fourth
ri ) Barton, B
,
p . 5 5.

campaiga of Shalmaneser IV, against Syria and Palestine
and Israel became a vassal state.
76S B.G. Bclipse of the sun.
73S B.G. kenahem pays tribute to .^.ssyria.
733 B. G. xLezin besieged by the Assyrians in Damascus.
7£2 B.G. Samaria conquered by the Assyrians,
701 B.G. Sennacherib compels Hezekiah to pay tribute.
661-668 B.G. Beign of Bsar-haddon.
She commonly accepted date of the fall of Bineveh
and the end of the Assyrian empire has been 606 B.G.;
but the most recent test discovered on Assyrian tablets
now in the British Museum puts the date at 612 B.G.
i’he Moabite Stone erected at Bib on I now Bibanj was
first seen in 1868 by a Prussian clergyman; the Arabs,
learning that the stone v/as greatly desired by the
I Prench and Prussian governments, broke it in pieces and
(
:
sold it. Ihe stone now set together in the louvre at
Paris bears an inscription of kesha, x^^ing of koab
,
who
^ ruled at the time of x>ing Ahab. jii.esha who is mentioned
i
in 2 x^ings 3:4 is the author of tne inscription. fhe
II
il
inscription mentions fourteexi piaces also mentioned in
|!
the Bible. 1‘here are perplexing differences of state-
jj
me nt which must be allov/ed because of the different
points of view respectively of the authors of the
ji
'' inscription and of the Biblical narrative.

In general the inscription supplements the
Biblical narrative. It mentions persons and places
v/ell iinown from the Bible, and gives us an account
of a series of events of which the Bible maizes no
mention, fhe Biblical account says nothing of
ilesha’s revolt, v/hile mesha in his turn says nothing
of the campaign described in B ilings 3. (1)
I





ut hor or re dac tor ?
Because of the aatiq.uity of the BooBs of Bings
as literature and because no quotation uiarBs and foot-
I
notes were used in compiling such ancient v/orhs we
|
i
must solve such problems by internal evidence. One i
cannot help seeing at once that the Books of Bings are
j
not the work of one writer, but rather the work of i
several redactors or editors whose main v/ork was to
arrange e:xtracts or abstracts from earlier books into
a continuous form*
i
The introduction of a chronological scheme
and a series of editorial comments and additions,
|
chiefly designed to enforce the religious meaning
of the history, gives to the book of Bings as v/e
nov^ read it a kind of unity; but beneath this v/e
can still distinguish a variety of documents, !
v;hich, though sometimes mutilated in the process
|
of piecing them together, retain sufficient





The above quotation does not mean to imply that
j
the redactions were the v/ork of one redactor or that the'
form v/hi oh we now have was givun to us by tne writer v/ho




first digested the sources of history into the continu-
ous form now existing. 'fhe selection of materials in
the earlier parts of the narrative of Kings points to
the conclusion that more than one redactor was at work.
But v/e must not ascribe finality and completeness to the
redactors. Even each redaction v/as not necessarily
completed in one stage.
Thus v;e can only conclude that there v;as not one
single author but rather several redactors.
B. He lat ion of th e Books jof Hi ngs to the o ther b ooks
T e s tame nt .
As has been said before
,
the Books of icings were
meant to be a continuation of the Books of Samuel and
to show that the prophecy in the Books of Samuel was
fulfilled.
on to the Pe nta teuch
.
In nearly every chapter of the Books of Kings, the
thread of the narrative is interwoven with the phraseolo-
gy and ideas of the Pentateuch.
Such a chapter as that './hich contains Solomon's
dedication prayer is largely expressed in the v;ords
of numbers, Leviticus, and Deuteronomy. Had that
chapter stood alone it might have been ascribed to
some later writer familiar with the language of the
Mosaic books, and if those books or a large portion
of them were of late composition, the dedication
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'j?he content of the narrative and the manners and
customs carry us hack to the B.ooks of koses. I'ha fre-
quent use of phrases common to the Books of kings and to
Deuteronomy shows that the Books of Zings were influenced
hy the Pentateuch. fhe following partial list of such
phrases arranged by Professor Burney gives sufficient
evidence that Deuteronomy was known among literary men
I
I
and perhaps used by the authors of the Books of Zings. ( 1)
1. keep the charge of Jehovah: 1 kgs. 2;o; Dt . 11:1.
2. Walk in the ways of Jehovah 1 kgs. 2:3; 3:14;
8:5b; 11:33; Dt . 8:6 ; 10:12; 11:2 2; 19 : y
;
26:17; 28:9; 30:16.
3. jxeep his statutes, and his commandme nt s
,
and hisi
judgments, and his testimonies: 1 kgs. 2:3;
3:14; 6;12; 8:58;61; 9:46; 11:34, 3b; 14;8,
2 kgs. 17:13,19,27; 18:6; 23:3;
Dt. 4:2,40; 5:29.
4. fhat thou mayest prosper in ( or cause to
prosper) all that thou doest: 1 kgs. 2:3;
Dt. 29:9.
5. Phat Jehovah may (might) establish his word:
Ikgs. 2:4; 12:15, Dt. 9:5.
6. With all the (his, their) heart, and with all
the (his, their) soul: 1 kgs. 2:4; 8:48; 2 kgs.'
23:3; Dt . 4:29; 6:5; 10: 12; • 11 : 1 3; 13:3.
7. keep for him (etc.) the covenant and the
kindness: 1 kgs. 8 : 23; Dt . 7 : 9 , 12. !
8. As it is this day: 1 kgs. 3:6; 8:24; Dt . 2:30;
4:20,38; 8:18; 10:15; 29:28.
9. fhy people which thou hast chosen*.
1 kgs. 3:8 a reminiscence of Dt
. 7:6; 14:2. \
10. Jehovah my G-od hath given me rest on every side:'
1 kgs. 5:4; Dt. 12:10; 25:19.
11. Reference to Jehovah's choosing of Jerusalem as
the seat of his sanctuary: 1 kgs. 8:16,44,48;
11:13,32,36; 14:21; 2 kgs . 21:7; 23:27. The
allusion is to Dt. 12:5,11,18,21,26; 14:23,24
25; 15:20; 16:2,6,7,11,15,16; 17:8,10; 18:6;
26:2; 31:11.
ri7 Burney, h D B, p. 859-861

37
12. Jehovah God of Israel, there is no God like
thee, in heaven above, or on earth beneath:
1 Hgs. 8:23 a reminiscence of Dt . 4:39.
13. J'hich thou gavest (he, I gave) to their
fathers: 1 kgs. 8:34,40,48; 14:15; 2 kgs. 21:8
cf. Dt. 26:15, and the common phrase of Dt.
which Jehovah our (your etc. ) God is about
to give us (you, etc.), 1:20,25; 2:29; 3:20;
4:40; 5:16,
14. In any of his gates: 1 kgs. 8:37; Dt. 15:7;
16:5; 17:2; 23:16.
15. ^11 the days that they live upon the land:
1 kgs, 8:40; Dt , 4:10; 12:1; 31:13,
16. I'hy mi^ty hand and thy stretched out arm:
1 kgs. 8:42; Dt . 4:34; 5:15; 7:19; 11:2;
26:8.
17. xi.ll the peoples of the earth: 1 kgs. 8:43;
Dt , 28:10.
18. Deliver over to: 1 kgs, 8:46; Dt. 1:8,21;
2:31,33,36; 7:2,23; 23:14.
19. Shall bethink themselves in the land v/hither
they are carried captive: 1 kgs. 8:47 a
reminiscence of Dt. 30:1.
I
20. iieturn unto thee with all their heart, etc.:
1 kgs. 8:48; 2 kgs. 23:25, Dt . 30:10.
21. For they be thy people and thine inheritance,
which thou broughtest forth out of kgypt
: |
1 kgs. 8:51 a reminiscence of Dt. 9:26,29.
2 2, fhe furmce of iron: 1 kgs. 8:51, Dt . 4:20.
23. Hath given rest unto his people Israel: '
1 kgs. 8:56, probably v/ith reference to Dt. |
12:9.
24. There hath not failed (lit, fallen) one v/ord
of all his good promise v;hich he promised: I
1 kgs. 8:56; Jos. 21:43; 23:14 both fr aii the I
second redactor of Deuteronomy. I
25. That all the peojple of the earth my knov/,
etc; 1 kgs. 8:60; Jos. 4:24 from the second
redactor of Deuteronomy.
26. That Jehovah he is God; there is none else:
1 kgs. 8:60, Dt . 4:35,39.
2 7. To put my name there*. 1 kgs. 9:3; 11:36; 14:21:,
2 kgs. 21:4,7; iJt. 12:5,21; 14:24.
28. xxll the days*. 1 kgs. 9:3; 11:36,39; 2 kgs. 8:19;
17:37, jjt. 4:40; 5:29.
29. ohall go and serve other ^ods, and worship
them: 1 kgs. 9:6, Dt. 7:4; 13:6, 13.
30. jjor a proverb and for a byword*. 1 x..gs# 9 : 7
,
Dt. 28:37.




sins of Jeroboam, 2. IZ^s. 'd:3\ of cleaving to
Jehovah, 2 x-.gs , lb:6, nt, 4:4; 10:20; 11:22;
13:4.
32. Oo after; a false god, 1 L.gs. 11:5,10; 21:26,
2 Kgs. 17:15 (all of the first jjeute r onomi
c
redactorj, 1 Kgs. lb:lB, jit . 4:3; 6:14; b:19;
11:2b; 13:2.
3 3. Do that v/h i ch is evil in the sight of
Jehovah: 1 Kgs. 11:6; 14:22; 15:26,34; 16:9,
25,30; 21:20,25; 22:52, 2 Kgs. 3:2; b:lB,
Dt. 4:25, 9:18; 17:2; 31:29.
34. Do t hat v/hi oh i s r i ght i n th e si ght of
j
Jehovah: 1 Kgs. 11:33, 38; 14:8; 15:5,11;
j
22:43, Dt. 12:25; 13:18.
35. Go fully after Jehovah: 1 Kgs. 11:6; Dt . 1:36.
36. Be iingry: 1 Kgs. 11:9; 2 Kgs. 17:18, Dt .
1:37; 4:21; 9:8,20.
j
37. And it shall be, if thou wilt hearken:
|
1 Kgs. 11:38; Dt . 28:1,15.
38. Destroy from off the face of the earth: ^
1 Kgs. 13:34, Dt . 6:15.
39. Vex ( Jehovah, by treatment v/holly undeserved.
'provoke to anger' is inaccurate):
1 Kgs. 14:9,15; 15:30; 16: 2,7,13,26,33; 21:22;
22:53, 2 Kgs. 17:11, 17; 21:6, Dt. 4:25;
9:18; 31:29; 32:16.
40. Drom upon this good land: 1 Kgs. 14:15, Jos.
23:13,15 (from the second Deuteronomic
redactor
)
41. On every high hill, and under every green
(or spreading) tree: 1 Kgs. 14:23; 2 Kgs.
17:10.
42. according to (all) the abominations of the
nations: 1 Kgs. le::24; 2 Kgs. 16:3, Dt.
18:9.
43. Drive out: 1 Kgs. 14:24; 21:24; 2 ^gs. 16:3,
Dt. 4:38; 9: A, 5; 11:23; lb: 12.
44. Idol-blocks: 1 Kgs. 15:12; 21:26; 2 Kgs.
17:12; 21:11,21; 23:24, Dt . 29:17.
45. anything breathing (lit. any breath): 1 Kgs.
15:29, Dt. 20:16.
46. Vain things ( applied to idolatrous symbols):
1 Kgs. 16:13,26, Dt . 32:21.
47. D'ould not destroy: 2 Kgs. 8:19; 13:23, Dt
.
10:10
48. Blot out the name from under heaven: 2 Kgs.
14:27, Dt. 9:14; 29:20.
49. Observe to do: H Kgs. 17:37; 21:8, Dt. 5:1,
,
32,
50. That thy name is called over this house (in
\















51. Dismiss from "befora my ( his j face: 1 ligs.
9:7, Jer. 15:1 ( Je r. here being influenced by
Deuteronomy).
5E. Dvery one that passeth by it shall be astonished
and shall hiss: 1 Hgs. 9:8, Jer. 19:8; 49;17;
50:15 (Jer. here influenced by De ut e ronomy )
.
I'he relation of Deuteronomy to iiings v;as more than
influence, liings showed that the de ute ronomi c doctrine
v/as proving true in the life of the nation; falling
away from the i^ational religion brought the punishment
of national disaster. In this respect IZings resembles
Judges with this follov/ing difference: Judges condemns
the turning to Ganaanite heathenism of Baal and astarte
worship, v/hile iZings does not o nly condemn foreign
religions but also the v/orship of Jehovah at the ancient
holy sanctuaries. Until Josiah*s reform of 6E1 B. G.
both nations practiced this worship. Bov; the author of
IZings condemns both nations for such practices and
points out that the ruin of Israel v/as due to her sins
of worship and that the ruin of Judah v/ill be for the
same reason.
1 1 0 h 1 0 Je re mi ah .
8orne students thinZ: that Jeremiah v/as the compiler
of IZings because of the resemblances and parallels with
Jeremiah. Kov/ever those parallels appear most clearly
towards the ends of the two books. fhe parallel passages
are summaries of the then current prophetic teaching
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literary men. Following is a list of some





’’testified" II 17:1b. 11:7.
1










"hearkened not" 'II 17: 14; ,!
j
16: IE; El:9. 7:E6.
;;
"hardened their necks" II 17:14. 7: E6 ; 17: Eb.
;
"followed vanity and became
’i
vain" II 17:1b. E:b.
,
"the host of heaven" II 17:16. 8:E; 19:1b.
"removed from before his II 17:16, E2. 7:lb;15:l;
f ace " 5E: bl.
1
another indication that Jeremiah was
1
not the
I compiler of xlings is that in referring to the expulsion
of Israel into exile Jeremiah frequently uses the jphrase
[
i,
Is. 16:1b; Jdb: b; E7 :10,1b; E9:14,18j
ii












from the Books of kings. Jeremiah chapters E6,b4,b6-4b 1
I
I
richly supplement the narrative of kings.
i







3. iielation to Ohr onic le s .
As Chronicles stano.s it is not complete; it has
been separated from lizra, "the original book of
Chronicles extended from 1 Chr. I. 1 to Aeh, AIII. 31,
and included the book of Bzr a -lie he mi ah. (1) fhe last





reaches as far as 432 B.C, and c. 330 B.C.
i
Only 2 Chronicles is parallel v/i th 1 and 2 Kings
1
I
and that parallelism is not strict. I’he Chroni cler di d
I
depend upon Kings but wrote v^ith different character and








1 Kgs. 7:1-12; 1 Kgs. 2:50-61; 1 Kgs. 9:1-40. I'vi/o
i
great sections correspond however; these are 1 KoS. 3:4-1
I
12:24 and 2 Chr. 1:6-11:4. The Chronicler is interested'
: in different materials from those stressed by the Books '
of Kings; the Chronicler
abridges his predecessor's v/ork when it deals with
politics, expands it when it deals V7ith worship.
He supplements accordingly the text of Kings, which
seemed to him to be incomplete... I’he
Chronicler fixes his gaze upon the narrov\f fold of
the Jev/ish Church, the v/riter of Kings, though an
orthodox Judaean, has been le d by a broader
sympathy to record the fortunes of both sections




^ta ndp o i nt of the v/ri t e r
.
i
riT Barnes, ojj. cit
.
,







igi no t historic .
?rom tha nature of the Diaterial treated and from
the manner of treatment we immediately learn that the
writer did not intend to give an exhaustive history,
V/hen tha author speaks about historic detail he makes
reference to v/orks which contain such details, e.g.
the Gnronicles of tne kings of Israel and Judah,
jdistory did not exist for the author of kings for its
own sake but it afforded him illustrative material.
1‘acts were viev;ed for the religious teacninj^s reflecced
in the facts. ij*or lihis reason the selection of the
material is biased. I'ne author did not change the
historical facts but rather selected and arranged them
to suit his own point of view. because he wrote as he
did v;e are able in most cases to disengage the author's
v;orks from his sources. Professor Bewer says of the
author's wo rk
,
If v/e judge his work from the side of
historiography, our admiration is greatly lessened,
for then v/e can see in it not an advance but rather
a catastrophe, since it was the beginning of that
development which subordinated history to religion
and led to the historical construction in which
facts v/ere n^de to substantiate dogma. (1)
x'he contents of the book shov; that the author had
little interest in political affairs as such. He treats
the important reigns of Omri and Jeroboam very meagerly.
I 1 j Be we r
,




luve at s of an ecclesiastical character such as those con-
cerning the building and repair of the Temple, or the
discovery of the hav/ are treated au great length.
Thus we see that beyona doubt the v/riter's dominantjl
interest was religious.
2 . Di dactic .
To say that the Books of kings are written from a
j
religious standpoint is true but not complete. There
j
v/as a definite purpose in the mind of those men who |
made the compilation. Throughout the book there is the ij
I
ever recurring note of teaching. History, as has been
jj
pointed out, is viev/ed from a religious viewpoint, and !
i
here we must add that history was used as an object
lesson, 1
i
The intention is to give a sacred history,
|
which shall make manifest that the history of the
|
world is the judgment of the world, and that the
|
fate of Israel and Judah has been brought upon
j
them by their own sins, and more particularly by
,
the sins of sacrificing at the high-places and
j
worshipping idols and false gods. (1) 1
past events are not related merely in order
jj
to maice anowxi what the condition of t nings v/as in i!
days gone by, but to show how the future could be
jj
made better, and hov; the errors of tne past may be |i
avoided. ( 2 j
!|
Un the baois of its contents x^ixi^s belongs as much
|j
to the prophetical Books as to the Historical to which iii
ji
rry^BelllnT^I^O T, p. 125. i!
|l
( 2 ) kittel , 2 2 0 T, p. 106. |i
I
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V. Sources a val I ah le to c ompile r s .
^ • DQ ^t ar onomic i
•
V/e recognize two main Deuter o nomic redactions in
the Books of ICings. fhe first redaction is designated
as it D and the second as R B2. Bot all of kings which
’twas included v;ithin these redactions was influenced by
the redactor. fhe Blijah and Blisha narratives are
eiiamples of material not reworked but rather left in
its earlier form. i.i.any other sections are in t^eir
original literary form.
^fhat an edition of the book was completed
before the exile, 59 7 B.C., is evident from many
passages ( cf . I kgs. Ik. 5; kl . 36; kll. 19;
responsible for the c ondemnati on of the kings
(I kgs. klY. 22,23; kll. 28, et al.j. (1)
fhis quotation has reference to the first redaction
called R B which dates from near the end of the kingdom
of Judah, about 597-586 B.C. Professor Creelman gives
insight into the method used by this Beuteronomic
wri ter:
The Beuteronomic writer was the actual composer
of large sections, deriving and compiTTng his
history from different sources, much as the his-
torian of to-day, to which he added his character-
istic moral and religious lessons. (2)
rT7“katTrne wsV C T n m
, p . 1 24
.
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IThis first edition of the Boots of tings extended
only to the reign of Josiah, and closed v/ith his high
praise. The real father of this first work v/rote very
soon after the introduction of Deuteronomy, in order to
bring about the slavation of the state. Be thus did
not write before 621 B. 0.
,
the date of the Deute ro nomic
code, nor after tne exile since ne kiiows nothing of this
deportation. The first two chapters of 1 kings belong
to the court history and are not considered as a part
of either the first or second Deuteronomic redactors
but are the conclusion of the Books of damuel. H. D
extends to 2 kings 23:30 or perhaps to 24:. v/ith
some exceptions injected at various places.
i
I
The later Deuteronomic revision is indicated by a
j
number of passages which look on the iixile as a certain-
ty.
Behold, the days come, that all that is in thy
house, and that v;h i ch thy fathers have laid up in
store unto this day, shall be carried to Babylon*,
nothing shall be left, saith Jehovah. .ti.nd of thy
sons that shall issue from thee, v/horn thou shal t
beget, shall they take away; and they shall be
eunuchs in the palace of the king of Babylon. {1}
And Jehovah spake by his servants the prophets,
saying. Because Lanasseh king of Judah hath done
these ab oiiiiiia ti ons
,
and hatn done wickedly above all
that the AjuiO rites did, that were before him, and
hath made Juaaxi. also to sixi v/itn his idols; there-
fore tnus saith Jehovah, the G-oa of Israel, i^ehold,
1 bring such evil upon Jerusalem and Juaan that
v;ho soever neareth of it, both his ears suall tingle,
^nd 1 will stretch over Jerusalem the line of
fl'PT'kings 20T17-I8
Aaiin,£>J/CB "io s:iQpii %o aoioii:a i’O'xi.'l' t,x;i'x'
eJ^ii fio'xw JbetO'Xo Jbn£ jUjaluoI, D^lei enu o X •^Ipo
^*1 &v illow ^3'ij.M fex-rl^ lo '1
3
.1 ^ 3^ ed'I . ea, in'ic^
o
d"
Xc^ii'i'o nx 5 .'^ai(ot> u'x wX ii £o nox-j'pjx’i) o'l Jni t»iiJ ibu tji nooa
blij bsj:-^ Qi .s^j&b & 'xus» xo ilo £« 3V3XL
oxijiox- o'^x v^' .;ad ur. X xc* bXixJb eriJ , ,0.ix 1^3 &'xoj:ad'&X xiv; oOG
SXiiw io <3aX.:JOL ciVJOXii d*l OOLii^ p 1 X J-
6
Pil.J ’laj.-i; XCU ,oXOO
X ±0 ow;f u'tjxxi sXx .go xX i^xioq; &x
^1BC[ 3 SG i) &*X ad XX;G CO xoa 9‘iXJ X)G3 '^'SOO''BXX d"IiJ00 fe a^ 0«
fc'XO^ OJ^dpt oifuoii cn 0 J If 0(1 daoo©.;- 'xO JS'ixz add 'xX'ii jx& ‘^o
(i H .lednxjb 'Xo scxOoS eiiJ' lo oibxi i. on oo, oxid 0x3 jL'd
rirf XV/ . :3^ti 0 ? 0iiXsiiX0(j xo Oc'. o;3X:x^ iS 01^ odr. eXxe
.C0 Og£q suoixBV J'B dCiTottCOx &noxju_ooi:a exios
‘3 i>&;fx' 0'jdiJX sx lioxclvsx oxxtoxjox crlovi xeJjxC o/fT
—XiXS'i^XOO j-i 0X> ©Xx^.r*; B 2i3 0 0 iiO 0 X liOX.iV xo XOOillGfi
[: MX bX J-jadc^ X la ?j&dd .©noo-fc^ad eriJ ^diodDa
ni r» G dx-' 6T3 rf vjii tiolb\: i);na ,6>c.nO'.(
:KoX v. o'ijx od dox'i'150 ocT £ Xxirfe , ©xricf oXusj
n X X V b.'.x-. . i a.V 'J r: d d »T l a © ' , !: a X
^
X Xx:.d c n Jt d o o
J X£;1b >'.fOX;c fxo dv ,ood^ ffio'X'X mjbbI xiady ^jsdj en*.)c
'"^d' ' XI ,'?ds ’y^e'ri" ; \r£i,vui edxJd’ v. ixado t - *^-0^
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'xo bail 6 di. :,{i iibXlXtX "OVO tiOii’fc.'XJb X X iv/,- I iJiiii
Samaria, and the plummet of the house of xi.hah
;
and
I will wipe Jerusalem as a man wipetn a dish,
v/iping it and turning it upsiae dov;n. ^^nd I will
cast off the remnant of mine inhe ri uance
,
and
deliver them into the hand of their enemies; and
they shall become a prey and a spoil to all their
enemies; because they have done that which is
evil in my sight, and have provoked me to anger,
since the day their fathers came forth out of
»
even unto this day. (Ij
and Jehovah said, I will remove Judah also
out of my sight, as I have removed Israel, and
I will cast off this city which I have chosen,
even Jerusalem, a;id the house of which I said,
Iviy name shall be there, (k)
Other passages view the exile as already having
taken place.
Also Judah kept not the commandments of
Jehovah their G-od, but walked in the statues of
Israel which they made. And Jehovah rejected all
the seed of Israel, and afflicted them, and
delivered them into the hand of spoilers, until
he had cast them out of his sight. (3)
ho tvi/i ths ta nding
,
Jehovah turned not from the
fierceness of his great wrath, wherewith his anger
vvas kindled against Judah, because of all the
provocations wherewith ...anasoeh md provoked him. (4)
hure ly at the commandment of Jehovah came this
upon Judah, to remove them out of his sight, for
the sins of kanassen, according lio all uhat he did,
and also for the innocent blood unat ne sued; for
he filled Jerusalem v;i th innocent blood: and
Jehovah would not pardon, (bj
^s there is no reference in kings to the return
from kxile, G. 537 B. G. , it seems reasonable to conclude
FlT"^ x-i n’g's
{ 2 ) 2 kings
( 3 ) 2 ki ngs
( 4 ) 2 ki ngs
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that the editorial v/orh of R D E was prior to that date.
The fact that the Re ut e ronomic Code aad not the Priestly
Code, which began to be codified probably in the latter
part of the Rxile, is the standard by which the kings
are judged favors the same conclusions as to date, (1)
The Priestly element in kings consists of
occasional inserted or redactional words, phrases or
verses, and is very limited. Professor Bewer says that
the priestly redaction of the Books of Zings is
slight, the interpolated clauses aud sentences in
1 Zgs. 7:47 ff
;
b : 3 ff. in the temple story and
especially "Che addxtions of the origin of the
Bamarixan religion ( ki ^gs. 17:Es-40j are tne most
s ignifi canx, ( E j
Bacon, Gornill, and Beilin think that the J
document exists in part in 1 Zings, sindin^ with 1 Zings
E:46. The vivid, concrete, natural, and picturesque
style of this sectioxi of Zings is characteristic of
the J document and there is no direct evidence that the
J document was not used by the compiler,
hature of Jth^ Re ute ro nomi c f ram a v/or k .
The nature of the framework into v/hich much of the
Books of Zings is set helps to understand the sources
and their use by the compilers. Zuc h of the material
from the various sources was made to fit the framework
rT7”0r a e' Im'anT**'! 0 T
,
n o te
, p . 61.
(2) Be war, n 0 T, p. 2 79 .
I3j Lrightman, 3 n
,
p. 21,
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without destroying the identity of those sources. The
framework consists of tv;o main ideas -- facts and the
opinion of the compiler toward those facts. The facts
I
are set in recurring formulae with some variations as
to form and details. Because of this form the history
lacks flexibility, but this fact does not lessen the
value of the v/ork as it stands.
The parallel history of Israel and Judah is found
j
in 1 kings 12 — 2 kings 17. But it is more interlock-
ing than parallel; the reign of one king is follov/ed to
his death and then the reign of the contemporary king
in the other nation is follov/ed. Bach king when
|
1
introduced is judged by the standard of the Beute ronomici
lav/. 3o very consistently is the Be uter onomic standard
applied that even the kings v;ho reigned for only a
short time (e.g., Zimri v/ho ruled seven days) are
subjected to the strict judgment. Some kings recognized
as great kings in other records of history are here
denounced if they did not vigorously oppose the v/orship
of Jehovah at the "high places", tl)
Professor Briver lainas that in the cnronolo^y
the age at accession and tn e years auring which each




but that the synchronisms were not taken from
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the same source. 'Jhere is not sufficient reason to
thini: that the accession in each hingdom would he dated
hy the years in which a king ruled in the other kingdom.
1
But an author writing a joint history v;ould have had
occasion to notice such comparisons of years a iid to set |
I
up a synchronism.
The following arrangement is in general the usual
formula: ( 1
)
1. x>.t the beginning of a reign of a king of Judah
the formula gives:
-
(a) A synchronism of the date of accession
with the regnal year of the reigning king
of Israel (necessarily omitted after the
fall of the northern kingdom, which took
place in the reign of rlezekiah);
(h) king’s age at accession;
(cj ijengtn of his reig,n;
(dj The name of tne king’s mother;
(e) ^ judgme nt on tne king's character.
B. ^kt the beginning of a reign of a king, of Israel
the formula gives:
iaj A synchronism v/ith the reit,nin^ king of
Judah
;
(b) The length of the king’s reign;
(c) ^ judgment, in most cases in two parts--
(a) in general terms, (b) by comparison
with the sinful Jeroboam.
3. ^t the end of a reign, v/hether of a king of
Judah or Israel, the full formula gives:-
(a) The source in v/hich further iiif ormati on
may be obtained;
(b) xJotice of the king’s death and burial;
(c) The name of his successor.
Solomon’s reign is not introduced by a formula; '
instead, judgment after the manner of formula 1 is
i
• passed on him in 1 kings III. 3, kl. 4-6, and the
I
statement of the length of his reign is inserted
I
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formula (1 Iliags XI. 41-45); cp . 1 Xings II. 10 f.
of David.
fypical examples of the formula may he found
in 1 Xings XXII 41-43; 2 Xings XV. 1-4; of formula
2 in 1 Xings 5 f.; 2 Xings XV. 6,7. Formula 3 is
entirely 1 aching at the end of the reigns of
xithaliah, Jehoahaz, Jehoiachin, and Zedehiah of
Judah, and of Jehoram and Hoshea of Israel, and
the formula is more often incomplete at the end of
a king of Israel’s reign than at the end of a king




rre d ^o h^ title.
Xings is different from earlier historical works
in t ne fact that lixiere is constant reference to
authorities for partxculars not included in uhe canonical,
compilation. I'hose authorities are nov/ lost, but
through the references made to them we have an indirect
approach to their nature and content; the situation
under which they were composed also gives implications
of th e i r na tur e
.
I’he author of Xings does not refer to the most
primary records which were written and from which the
named sources were compiled. i’hose most primary records
v/e knov/ only through quotations and the implications of
those quotations. Some narratives were taken over no
doubt in their original v/ri tte n form and did not come
through the sources named by the compiler.
i'here are tliree sources to which the author refers
by name; la) the_ book of i;he acts of Solomon is cited in
I 1 ) dray , ci
t
. , p. 7y-b0
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S ourc es ^f ;the_ book o_f th e acta of bolomon .
^’or this source referred to by the author throe
other sources were used directly or indirectly. We
cannot be sure v/hether the original sources were used
or whether works based upon the original sources v;ere
used. Solomon no doubt encouraged literature as well as
art in his cultural ambitions for his people. I'here is
no just reason to credit Solomon with the idea of
I
originating all the forms of literature here studied as
sources. o-ikely the annals of his personal glorification
were a new contributi on, but temple records and prophetic
narratives were in6.ependent from Solomon in their origin
even though they are original sources for our problem.
I
fne Book of the j^cts of Solomon was written by one
I
v/ho greatly admired the king. Solomon's splendor and
j
power as v/e 11 as his accompli shiue nts called forth an
! enthusiastic description from the writer.
Unfortunately, the Book of the acts of Solomon
is lost, and we only know that besides "all that he
did" it told of "his wisdom." fhe part of the Book
I
of the Acts of Solomon used in the books of kings
has been v/orked over in the religious interest of
I




It was a literary composition by a Lian v/ho
it
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still had fir s t-hand knovvledge of oolomon's time,
but did not sift the nistorically reliable and
important from the legendary and unimportant. he
was a religious man, to v/hom Solomon's wisdom was
explicable only as a gift of dod; he may have been
a priest, especially if the particular description
of the temple which is nov/ incorporated in the Booh
of hings used here more probably an extract from
the Annals of the I'emple. (1)
3:e c 0 r d s .
The author of the history of the reign of Solomon
I
I
gave a central place to the description of the palace
and the temple which Solomon erected (1 hgs. 6-7 j.
Chapter 5 is a preparation for the description and
the dedication given in chapter 8 is the sequel. There
is no reason to doubt that the author had an authori-
tative source. The temple held a very significant
place in the religious life of the people.
The minuteness of the t>ections considered as
temple records infer that a regular femple history was
Aept up to date. Temple affairs are recorded from tne
days of Solomon to Josiah il ilgs. o-o, ki Ags. 11:4 ff;
12:4-16; 16:10-18; 22:3 ff.j. These more lengthy
accounts as they stand v/ere improved by later hands,
in the great destruction of the -cemple in 586 B. G. the
archives v/ere most lihely destroyed. The author of
Zings must have had direct access to those archives
before their destruction; some excerpts reveal an
I
T'l ) Bewer, op ."~ci t
. , p . 29 .
I
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intimate knov/le dge of accurate records, ilj
The account given in 2 kings 11,12,16:10-18; 22; 3
23:23 focusses attention more upon the temple and its
ritual than upon the king and the glory of his kingdom.
The account in 1 kings 4 describes the power and
wealth of Solomon. This account is more on the nature
of the royal annals considered next. But 1 Kings 5,6,
and 7 contains details of construction such as exact
dimensions, kinds of wood used for tne uvalls
,
ceiling
and floor, or name nta ti on of the walls and doors, and
the duration of tne v/ork for both temple and palace.
As in ancient Babylonia, many of the priests
were probably scribes and that they would keep a
record of the more important events in the temple
history was most natural. (2)
Other sources may have been used by the redactor.
Professor KcPadyen points out that
The words in v/hich Bolomon dedicated the
temple, only partially preserved in the Hebrew,
by a very probable emendation of the Greek text,
were taken from the book of Jashar:--(3j
The sun hath Jehovah set in the heavens.
He himself hath determined
to dv/ell in the darkness.
iind so I have built thee an
ri j !Iewar , oJ7"~cit .
, p. 4 4.
( 2 } Ke nt, IHBH, p. 17.
(3) lucpadyen, op_. ci t
. , p. 101.
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.0 ( -* iO*.i . C. )
house to dwell in,
Dven a place to abide in for
ever and ever.
llgs. d:12-13; deptua^jint, v. bb).
Ihe most lOf^ical date for the early temple records
would be the date of the reign of ciolomon or immediately
afterv/ard. It i s reasonable to suppose that i ns true ti on«i
were given for the construction of the temple and that
those instructions would have preceded the building of
the temple later finding their v;ay into the temple
a nnal s.
b. fhe r oy al a nnal s .
1 ilings 4:3 mentions two scribes, Elihoreph and
Ahijah. Ilent says that these were in addition to the
regular chancellor or recorder, The American standard
Version in the footnote suggests that they were
secretaries, Ihe duties of such secretaries would have
I
been to conduct the royal correspondence, and for




I’h e corre sp onde nee between hiram aing of I'yre and
Eolomon by Vi/hich negotiations and contracts v;ere made
for materials and labor was most likely done by the
royal se ere tar ie
s
, Copies of this correspondence v;ould
have been first-hand sources for the author of the book
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of the ac ts of ool omoQ . (Ij i^arly he brew historians
did not have to rely upon memory for TJhe more important
political facts. here content and tne nature
of the accounts suggest sound authority for the in-
formation and statistics.
most of 1 Kings 4 is of a political and adminis-
trative nature. In the light of the records Solomon
was pov;erful and v/ealthy. The extent of his reign, his
princes, his ”tv/elve officers, over all Israel, v/ho
provided victuals for the King and his household: each
man to ma he provision for a month in the year” (2),
the provisions for the day, are carefully recorded. (3)
And Solomon had forty thousand stalls of
horses for his chariots, and tv/elve thousand horse-
men. ^itid those officers provided victuals for king
Solomon, and for all that came into king Solomon's
table, every man in his month; they let nothing be
lacking. Barley also and straw for the horses and
sv;ift steeds brought they unto the place where the
officers v/ere, every man according to his charge.(4)
The careful recording of the list of officials
and especially the method securing provisions both
indicate the keeping of royal annals.
I
We knov/ that there were frequent revolutions in
Israel and that therefore royal annals were much inter-
rupted and often incomplete. The b ook of th e acts of
r 1 ' ) T~kT ng“5'; 1' - 9 .
I
j
{ E ) 1 Ki ngs 4:7.
i
(3)1 kings 4: 1-19
.
j
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Solomon v/as most likely a finished history based on such
fragments as the temple records, the royal annals, and
maybe on the Solomon traditions nest considered.
® • Solomon t radit ions
.
It is very difficult to know v^here to place these
popular traditions of Solomon’s v/isdom. I’hese stories
may have been added by the late prophetic editor, or
they may have been found by the compiler of the book £f^
t he acts of Sol omon . i’his study supports the second
po ss ibil it y.
i’he sections under consideration are 1 kings
3:4-28 and 10:1-10,13, fhe se tell of the dream in which
Solomon chose v/i sdom rather than v^realth and pov;er; of
Solomon’s wise judgment in deciding the case between the
two harlots who both claimed the living child; and of
the visit of the v^ueen of Sheba to see Solomon.
I'hese are the kind of stories which an admirer
of the king would v/rite, They carry the royal tone in
their content and indicate by their style the kind of
story v/hich often develops around the life of a great
national hero.
1 kings 11:41 says that not only Solomon’s acts
and deeds but also his wisdom is ’’written in the book
of the acts of Solomon.” (1) 'I’o accept this statement
rXl T kings“rrT41b
I
as authentic is to support the conclusion that the leg-
end. of Solomon's v/isdom v/as contained in the h ook £f jbhe
acts £f Solomon and not first used in later Deuteronomic
addi ti ons
.
3:4-15 is an ancient narrative
,
to some extent,
revised by si D, whose hand may be traced in vv . 6,
8a, 12,14 probably also v, 15, at least
in its present form, is due to i»
,
since if accord-
ing to V. 4 'the great hign place' was at uibeon,
it is difficult to understand why Solomon snourd
have returned to Jerusalem to offer sacrifice,
except from the i>e ute r onomic standpoint. fhe phrase
'ark of the covenant of Jehovah' is mainly a P
expression. 3:16-28 is an old narrative in its
original form, (Ij
i'he story of the ^ueen of Sheba (iigs. 10:1-10,13)
does have traces of later authorship (2), but that fact
does not invalidate the contention that the story had
an earlier origin. \je would certainly not have evidence
to class it v/i th the prophetic stories of klijah and
Plisha on the basis of common interest and purpose of
the compiler. The aim of the original story of the
I queen's visit was to glorify Solomon. Professor Skinner
t
I indicates that this stoiy is an extract from the ^ok of
^ ‘^0 lomo
n
with passages of uncertain character
or origi n. ( 3
)
I
2. Sources of t he Chr on ic l es of the kin^s of 1 srceb
i<ere the Onro nicies of the x-iut^s of I srae l and the
Chronic 1 e s of t he x^i ngs of Judah tv;c aistinct books?
ri ) SurneyT h S P, p. 86 3.
(2) Skinner, h C B, p. 82.
(5) Skinner, op . , cit.>_p. 167-168.
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In ansv/er to this question ilent ^i ve s a positive reply
and defends it ?/i th the following reasons: (1)
(aj fhe author of the present book of kings
refers to them as if they v/ere distinct books; (bj
I
1 their titles suggest ind.ependent origins; and. (cj the
same events are recorded tv/ice in many cases (8 kgs.
10:32; 13:3,] and in each record the effect is des-
I
cribed for the particular kingdom vHailQ the effect on
the other kingdom is ignored.
The literal meaning of the ’’Chronicles” is”the
book of the affairs of the days.” fhis meaning suggests
the contents which v/ould be a record of events arranged
in chronological order, the events having taken place
in the tv^o kingdoms, and having been recorded as an
indepaiident a anal of each kingdom.
fhey deal chiefly with secular subjects, such
as wars, building enterprises, successes, aaa the
material splendors of each reign, fheir attitude
toward most of the kings appears to have been
c omme ndatory--in striking antithesis to the
adverse judgment passed upon them for religious
reasons by the author of icings. fhe implication
of his references to these histories is that xhey
contained many more details than he saw fit to
introduce in his brief summaries. (2)
Another question which concerns both of these
v/orks is their date of composition. Again we cannot
be sure of any specific time of writing. One theory
rrr Lent, 2 . G . , p . 16.
( 2 ] ke n t , 0£ . ci t . , p . 16.
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holds that comprehensive worts v/ere compiled in each
kingdom after the reigns of several kings and subsequent
additions soon made. Hhe simplest inference to make is
that the chronicles of the northern kings were compiled
j
after the fall of the northern kingdom after 722 B.O.
and of the kings of Judah after 586 3.G. (1)
3o far the study of the chronicles in the two
kingdoms has been considered together; now each
chronicle is studied separately.
^ • P ^ ivE te his to rie s .
'I'he authors of this work must have used private
histories of the more important kings written a
generation or tv;o after the death of the king concerned,
fhe v/riters of the original personal histories were in
favor of the king and his reign; they give a sympathetic
and favorable viev/ of him. I'he editor of kings often
gives different estimates. 'i’hree of these private
histories are here considered,
j
1 1 ) • Je roboam .
j
The private history of Jeroboam is given in 1
1 kings 11:26-51,40; 12:1-25. This source is found to be
I
j
directly related in content and common interest to the
I
history of the northern kingdom. It shows the historic
i
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!
longer narrative is continuous and yet holo.s to details,
'ihe high literary quality di st ingui she s Jeroboam's
personal history from oificial annals which have been
treated before in this thesis.
i'he account of Jeroboam's elevation to tne throne
may have been a story of either Israel or Judah, we
cannot be sure which is correct. If it were a narrative
of Judah surely the details Vi/ould not have been given
as important history. However this narrative leads up
to the war between Jeroboam and He hobo am v/hich took
place in Judah and for that reason may have been a
southern narrative. I’he narrative favors Jeroboam
rather than Hehoboarn; a northern writer v/ould have been
more likely to write favorably about his hero than a
southern writer about his enemy. therefore the apparent
motive for vvri ti ng and the details given indicate that
the Jeroboam narrative is a source of northern origin.
( H j . ^iUab .
1 kings 20:l-h4 gives a vivid picture of khab ' s
victories over the Syrians. fne n in 1 kin^^s fci;l-40 the
story is continued to the death of -i».hab as if this
section v;as the sequel of chapter 20 in the original
document. fhe author has a great admiration for ^hab
throughout the whole narrative. In chapters 17,18,19,
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causes the reader to ^e t a dark viev; of Ahab. 1 xCings
20:1-40 is without question from a different hand than
the biOj^raphy of klijah who condemns ixhab.
62
ho mention is made of the v/orship of Baal nor
of the work of Blijah as the champion of Jehovah; ^hab
stands unquestioned as a ^reat hero. His biography was
written from the political standpoint, but not as an
official annal. The narrative is too long and graphic
to have been a state record.
We see that negative evidence prevents us from
maintaining that the narrative was v/ritten by the
Blijah biographer or by a southern historian. rhe
favor shown toward xi.hab
,
and its center of interest
lead to the conclusion that this source is of northern
origin.
( 5 } . Je^
.
2 Hings 9:1-10:27 is one of the most highly
de script! ve . narrative s in the. Old Testament. It is the
colorful history of Jehu and his Great devolution. Here
the prophet plays an important part along with the king,
and because of this prophetic recognition the source of
the narrative is difficult to discover,
Jehu destroyed the reigning house of ahab
,
the
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just studied, killed the devotees of Be,a,l , and set
himself upon the throne of a nev/ dynasty. Because
Jehu is here venerated by the writer we mi^ht be led
to think that the author v/as not the same as the author
of the khab narrative. Yet as Professor okinner
points out, the ’’literary evidence goes to prove that
it v/as v/ritten by the same author as 1 kings kO,E2."(l)
Professor Bkinner thinks that the author’s personal
judgment is suppressed in the record. There is no
evidence of personal sentiment in the narrative; there-
fore we cannot say whether the narrator sympathizes
v;ith the new Jehu dynasty or the old ixhab dynasty (so
reasons BkinnerJ.
Professor Burney proves a diversity of authorship
of 1 kings 20,22, and 2 kings 9:1-10:2 7. In the former
narrative the proi;er name of the king is seldom used,
but the geiBral phrase ’’king of Israel" is used to
designate king xkhab; in the second narrative the proper
name is used repeatedly to name king Jehu. To prove a
diversity of authorship indicates a separate origin.
The place given the results of Elijah’s wo ik and
klisha’s instigation as over against the lack of such
recognition in the khab narrative also points to a
different source. This source need not necessarily be
rTT"Skinner, 0£. ci t . , p. 220
J .
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Ifrom aa author opposed to the Ahab dynasty,
i’he influence of the prophets v/as greater in the
i time of Jehu than in the time of Ahab. Because Jehu
I
I
listened to the proj^hets he v/ould naturally stand in
j
high regard in prophetic circles, yet the political
i emphasis and the overshadowing interest in Jehu prevent
I
!
the narrative being taken from the Alijah and Alisha
I
cycles:
In the lig^nt of positive and negative evidence v/e
conclude that the source must have been a personal
I
historical biography.
»^o^3tc e s 0 f th e Ch ro nicl
e
s o_f the ^,ings of Judati
fhi 3 third typo of source is often supposed to be
practically identical in style, content, and origin
v/ith the corresponding wcrk about the northern kingdom,
but upon study is found to be different in makeup. IJo
doubt it had its ov/n separate beginning.
Different vie v/s are held in reference to the
dating of "the Book of the Chronicles of the kings
of Judah," Some think that the main body of the
work may have been completed as early as Hezekiah's
reign, c. V19 (?) ff. B.G,, the material of
subsequent reigns being added as supplements. In
favor of this conclusion are these facts: (a) the
absence of the De ute ro nom.ic influence in the
material derived from this source; and (b) a date
as late as c. 6 00 B.G. brings it too near to the
time of it D. xi-ccording to this view tn e reference
in A j_i
. 24:5 may be a mistaken iuitation by A j.(l)
(Ij Greelman, £jj. ci t . , p. 60.
I
.
. t rie l)(^^on---,o 'io/: o' us nj. iHij i'i
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The last rei'ereaca to this source is in 2 liia^jS
24:o, The Tollavviag; e:xtracts are used as a basis of
study in this section: 2 Iliads 11,12,16:10-10; 22:1-25:
50.
In these narratives bhe .temple and its ritual
receive attention rather than the icing and the icing dom.
Chapters 11 and 12 are the first lengthy southern
narratives. aS literature they are inferior to the
Israelitish sources (IJ
The nature of the content indicates that the
author had access to the official temple records. I'acts
v/ritten in the temple records by the priests year after
year were not historical literature but they formed the
source from which the historian compiled his works
showing the trend of history.
The rebellion in the temple against Athaliah is
given in 2 kings 11; the repairs of the temple under
Jehoash in 2 kings 12:4-16; the new brazen altar v/hich
^haz broug^jit from i;amascus in 2 ..iue^s 16:10-lo; Jo siah
and the neuteronomic Reformation in 2 Lin^s 22:1-25:50.
These temple records are very siiiiilar to the
royal annals except in subject matter. The temple
occui:)ied a place in the lives of the people not subor-
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su^’gaotGd. that the sections in 2 Zings considered as
temple records may not have had separate existence from
the royal records having been later extractions from
the royal annals. But for the same reason v/e may argue
for a separate original existence of the temple annals
from the royal annals.
Professor Skinner (1) mentions several incon-
gruities v/hich indicate several authors of chapter 11.
Athaliah's death is mentioned twice, and the Baal-
temple is demolished be for e the enthronement of the
king. i'hese difficulties are best mot by the theory
of Stade (2j that verses IB-lba are a part of a second
account wnich is here inserted in the main narrative.
|
fhus the i nc ongr ui tie s do not endanger -cne conuention ^
that there were temple records and that -chey were used.
The many insertions help to explain the poor literary
composition mentioned above.
I
The use of palace troops to dethrone and kill
|
Athaliah and to enthrone the boy king Joash indicates
that royal means v/ere used to secure the enactment of
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23 all bear a close resemblaace in style and matter and
he infers that they were tahen from a continuous history
j
of the temple. Skinner thinks that this is too narrow
a conception of the chronicler’s standpoint and that
I
the interest centers on temple affairs because the
temple happened to be the scene of important national
transactions. (1) ne mus i; keep in mind that kin^s is
written primarily from a religious rather unan from
' a historical viewpoint. fhe author v;ould xjave chosen
temple records if at all possible and uh e weight of
evidence shows that the temple records v/ere the most
probable source.
Unnamed bu^ i nferre d sources .
another literary element, not from the compiler's
framev/ork, consists of le ngthy bi ograjjhical narratives
concerning several heroic prophets. fhe se longer
narratives because of their different nature from the
doings of the kings did not form a part of the royal
annals. There i s no interest in temple affairs and
therefore these biographical narratives are not from
j
the temple annals. Our problem here is to determine
the independent sources from which came the narratives
to be stu die d
( 1 ) Jki nne r , Ib id .
,
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^ -Llphraimit ic x^ li jah s to r ie s .
In 1 i^in^s 17 a nev/ form of narrative is intro-
duced. fhe st^le changes from tne detailed annals of
the preceding chapter to a vivid and picturesq^ue
bioaraphy. Ihe interest is changed from i:ings of
Israel to the prophet Ulijah the I'ishbite; ^iather than
v/ars and revolutions the religious and social life of
the nation holds the center of attention. I'he stories
of 21ijah are g'iven in 1 Ilings 17,16,19, and 21. ia.n-
other version is given in E xCings 1:E-17 but this is
considered as an extract from the former section.
E Ilings E continues the story of Elijah and introduces
Alisha, and is therefore taken up as an Ulisha story.
Ihe Elijah and klisha narratives do overlap hov/ever.
i’he Elijah stories are an exception to the
lie ute r onomic redactions. I'he se narratives v/e re included
by the editor with practically no editorial changes to
give the desired color and tone common to most of Ilings
The phraseology and the point of view are different from
the other sections of icings which were bent to fit the
usual framev/ork.
Chapters 17, 16, and 19 cover only about three
years of ^Ilijah's life yet they give a brief summary of
his whole career and furnish an in terpre ta ti on of the
ninth century religious crisis. (1)
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Critics ara unanimous in assigning the
narrative to a Biography of Blijah, v/ritten from
the prophetic point of viev;, and distinct from all
the other documents incorporated in the booh, (1)
The question of the date of chapters 17,18,19, and
21 throws light upon the possible source. Host of Hings
does show the influence of the Be u te ro nomi c hand, but
these chapters show no trace of such revision. As far
as literary evidence is concerned we could conclude
that this Blijah narrative was compiled after the main
body of icings. If such were tne case t ne n v;e can be
sure that the source was entirely otaer tnan the
sources so far treated in this lihesis. But ohere are
more important charac ^e rr Stic s which can be eiiplained
only by assi gning an earlier date than the Beutero noniic
revision. fhe compiler of the common revision per-
sistently condemned the worship of golden calves as did
I
j
Amos and Ho sea;
the complaint of the destruction of the
northern altars (19:14:) could hardly have been
recorded by any writer influenced by the
Beuteronomic legislation; and the manner in which
the judgment on Israel is represented could not
possibly originate, after the historical tradition
had once been fixed by the Book of kings. It
seems a reasonable conclusion that while the
history may be idealized in a way that precludes
the assumption of strictly contemporary authorship,
yet the biography must have taken shape in an age
j
to which the work of Blijah was a living memory.(2j
I
I
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Professor LicPadj/an agrees that this aarrative
precedes the redactioa, and he shows that the two
verses were from the hand of a post-exilic
writer thus preserving the contention already made.
i*he supernatural elements in the j]lijah aarrative
gives the nero a mystic tone. ne cannot say that the
writer laeant literally what xie wro oe
,
nor can v/e say
that iie xia d the details well at xia nd. 1'xi.e ^eneral
atmosphere of txie story is taat of a tradition written
dov/n a generation or two after the hero had died, ,'<e
must allow the unknown author all freedom because \/e do
not x;now who he was or where and how he received his
i nformati on.
A distinction should be made here betvyeen this
type of narrative and the commion prophetic stories,
fhe prophetic stories make political matters of the
kings and the kingdom the center of interest while the
klijah narrative emphasizes biographical details and
e ve n 1 3
.
I'he present literary form must have been derived
in the ninth century, about BOO P.C., before the
prophetic movement of the eighth century.
^ A 1 i sh a s to r ie S .
In P kings k:l-o;lo and lo:ld-idl v/e have the
caresir of Alisna seen tarough a ricn yet reverent
imagination. I'ha great prophet is described in almost
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the eame mariaer as is iliiiah. lae luteatioa to mahe
the xiliijah narratives a literary model seems evident.
One mij^ht even thinh tnat bo tn sources Vi/ere irom tne
same hand v/ere it not lor other dis ti ngu i shi Ue, evideiice,
i’here are ma ny coincidences between the Elijah and
111 is ha narratives as is snown
^1 i j'ah
I 17:6-24. i:iraculous
provision lor the widow
of Zarephath during
famine, and the raising
of her son from death
1 16:26 'and there was
no voice, neither was
there any that answered’;
V. 29. 'but there was no
voice nor any that
answered, nor any
a tt e nti on.
'
I 16:1 0,19. A..ention of
oil i j ah' 3 niant le
I 16:42 'and ne crouched
upon the earth .
'
II 2:2, 4, 6 'as Jenovah
liveth and as thy soul
liveth, I will not leave
thee'
II 2:7,15 'over against.'
II 2:17 'and they urged
him till he was ashamed.'
in the following table:(l)
illi s ha
II 4:1-7. iiiraculous
provision for the wife
of one of the sons of
the prophets
II 4:8-57. ivaising to
life of the son of the
Shunammite woman.
II 4:31 'but there was
no voice, nor any
a ttent ion.
'
II 2:6,15,14. mention of
Elijah's mantle.
II 4:n4,55. 'and he
crouched upon him.
II 4: oO ib
.
II 4:25 ib.
II 6:11 'and h e set
(his countenance upon





H U B, p. 868. Professor Burney makes his
t ranslat ion i n these coincidences from the Hebrew text
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X> e;^ ’ixii' v.a a'* h n s ‘ VI: d I
X
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II 2:17 'my father, my father, II 13:14 ih.
the chariots of Israel and
the horses thereof.'
I’hese CO ioci dences must he accepted on the basis
of the model which is furnished by the Elijah b i o j^r i^phor
,
Hhe element of magic so very proxiounced in the Jlisha
narratives is lacking in the illijah stories vniich
repx'esent a hi^hiar uype of reli^jious taou^ht. ‘fnis
difference in type of tai nixing must be attributed to
the difference in source and authorship rather than to
differs iice in date of writing. Considering the Elijah
stories as a model compels a later date for the klisha
stories; thus we must discount the theory that the
religious thinking had taken on a lov/er or a higher
aspect in the age of the klisha narrator, ^i.ny story
reflects tne thinking of its author as well as the
thinking of the characters. I'he later date of the
klisha stories makes possible the influence of the
ecstasy of prophetic guilds.
fhe klisha stories have less coherence than the
klijah narratives, kach klisha anecdote is more com-
plete in itself. On the basis of incon si ste uc ie s we
uiscover tv;o distinct sources of klisha stories, the
uilgal cycle and tne bamaria cycle.
^ Ji 1 ^,a l c y ole .
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re pr 6 fc>y ate d as livia^; at dilgal6:1-7. aere alisha is
in close associatioa with i.he £,uild oi oh e "sons ot
the prophets."
^ad Jlisha came a^ain to dil^al. ij.ad oaere was
a dearth in the land; and the sous of the prophets
ware sitting before him; and he said unto his
servant, 6e t on the great pot, and boil pottage for
the sons of the prophets. (1)
I’he second chapter of 2 Zings refers to Zlijah
along with Zlisha and some scholars thinZ that this
chapter should be considered along with the Zlijah
narratives, V/he a the story is studied carefully it i s
seen to be mainly an introduction to the Zlisha stories
and should be included v/ith them. Elijah is taken up
into heaven and his spirit rests on Elisha who then
carries the main part of the story.
In 2 Zings 4:1-7 there is reference to the sons
of the prophets and their v/ives. Elisha is made the
hero by causing the wi dew's oil to increase. 2 xlings
4:66-44 again glorifies Elisna as ne o^ve tne people
abundance of loaves and insoead of tne poisonous
pottage, I’he n in 2 Zings 6:1-7 Exisha enacts a miracle
in causing an axe -head to float upon the water.
Evidently all these stories were treasured among the
people near Elisha's home.
ri
T
^ Zings 4 : 66
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Those stories picture the private life rather
j
than the public life of iilisha. The opposite is true
|j
of the Samaria cycle. |
II
They have the IJorthern Israelitish stamp,
jj
but since the fall of Samaria in 722 B.G. did not
mean the deportation of the bulk of the inhabitants
j
of Israel, it is possible that they v/ere not put in !
literary form until after that event. This later
j
date also best accords with their general
j
characters. ( 1 ) i
This later date does separate the Gilgal cycle of I
iilisha stories from the iilijah stories which were v/rittenl
about dOO li.G. The difference in date compels a 1
different source, but as to determining the exact writer I
i
we can only say that there is no evidence which points
1
to anyone more definite than an admirer of Ulisha v;ho
|
gave literary form to popular traditions. I






The Samaria cycle of iiJlisha stories is made up of '
I
2 Jlings 3;1-8;15 (except for 4:1-7,38-44 and 6;l-7j,
|




lived at Samaria, the capital.
I
And she said unto her mistress, KVould that my '
lord were with the prophet that is in Samaria I I
then would he recover him of his leprosy. (2)
j
These stories reflect the public life of Hlisha !
and show him as being in close touch v/i th the king and
i
1 !
FlT Hent, 1 H n H, p. 19.
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the affairs of court.
But Jehoshaphat said, Is there not here a
prophet of Jehovah, that we may inquire of Jehovah
by him? And one of the king of Israel's servants
ansv;ered and said, Blisha the son of dhaphat is
here, who poured water on the hands of Blijah,{l}
And it v/as so, when Alisha the man of uod
heard that the king of Israel had rent his clothes,
that he sent to the king, saying, Y/herefore hast
thou rent thy clothes? let him come nov; to me, and
he shall know that there is a prophet in Israel.(E)
.‘iiid one of his servants said, Bay, my lord,
0 king; but Elisha, the prophet that is in Israel,
telleth the king the v/or ds tha t t hou speakes t i n
thy bedchamber. ( 3
)
But Elisha v/as sitting in his house, and the
elders v/ere sitting with him; and the king sent a
man from before him;(4)
Elisha is represented as being in some official
capacity. ne gives orders or sends his servant with
his staff to work the v/onderful works. ue liaAes an
active place in the v/ars v/ith iioab and i^ram,
E x^ings 13: 14-El records the death and burial
of Elisha. I’hi s was undoubtedly from the biography of
Elisha. He was loyal to the dynasty v/hich he had
helped raise to the throne. I'his narrative again shows
the influence of the prophet upon royal affairs. Its
insertion in the present position must be attributed
to the work of compilers but its definite source
rij 2 kings 3:'l 1
.
( E ) E kings 5:8.
( 3 j E kings 6 : IE
I 4 ] 2 kings 6 : 3Ea.
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The date of the Samaria cycle helps little in
determining the source. The Gilgal cycle and the
Samaria cycle likely grew up contemporaneously. The
Samaria cycle contains historical data a ad mentions
nothing concerning the tall of Samaria vmich took
place in IZ'ii S. G. The absence of reference to that
significant event indicates tnat tne Samaria cycle was
written before 7S2 B.G. aov/ever such reference might
have been omitted v/he n the tv/o klisha cycles were
combined; but because of the historical interest such
an event would not likely have been omitted. It is
very possible that these cycles of iilisha stories came
into the possession of the late prophetic editor during
the refoiming expeditions of Josiah. (1)
Isaiah sto ries .
It would be natural for the follov/ers of Isaiah
to preserve the memory of such a great man's v/orks.
2 Zings 18:13-20:19 is the record of three prophetic
narratives which honol* Isaiah. The editor of the book
of Isaiah gives them in Isaiah 36-39; he may have used
tne account in Zings as his source.
The first narrative concerns 2e nnacher ib '
s
campaign and is £,i ve n in 2 ZiUt^s l8:ln-19:9a. The
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second narrative, 2 Llings 19:9t)-37, is another account
of the same Assyrian campaign and is modified by the
redactor* The third narrative of 20:1-19 probably
belongs to the author of one of the tv/o preceding
narrative sections, il)
^ fi rst p rop he ti c narra ti ve .
o-wecent critics divide the first narrative into
two independent parts each coming from a different
source. iainner thinms that chapter lb; 13-16 v;as added
by the compiler from royal n,nnals. C2J ihe second
account of the first general story, lb: 13-19 : 9a
. ,
gives
a more detailed description of be nnacher ib ' s attempt
to obtain the surrender of Jerusalem. bkinner thinhs
the compiler took this account from an important
prophetical work v/hich enabled him to give a fuller
story than that found in the royal annals. (3)
seco nd p r o p he t i c narra ti ve .
The section, 2 kings 19:9b-37, is comxDOsite in
character. Isaiah’s threat against berinacherib occurs
in 19:28b and in 19:33 in very similar terns. In this
second story there is evidence of a source separate
from those sources of the first prophetic narrative:
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(1) iie uaach er ib ' s daruand is conveyad by a
letter, and is not backed by military i’orca.
Isaiah's into rposi ti on is spontaneous. ( )
nis massage to ‘Uhe king is different, both in
form and substance. (Ij
^ kin^^s i^0:l-l9.
fhis third narrative is most limely from the
author of the second prophetic narrative above con-
sidered. dkinner, Cheyne, Duhm, and Burney all agree
upon the common source of the second and third
narra ti ve s.
i'he prayer of Kezekiah in each section 19;15ff.
and 20: 2f. is a strong point of connection. I’he brief
prophecy of 20:17-18 vi/as most likely reworked by the




(2} Burney, 0£. c i
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Chap ter YI
VI. inte rp re tat ion.
3i a'n if icance of the philoso phy of h is tory .
It has been pointed out tnat the books of Lings
do not give us history in the modern sense of the term.
History v/as not written for the sake of history until
the time of ,ilusebius of Caesarea. i’he compiler of
Zings v/anted to shov/ that the hand of Jehovah may be
seen in the history of His chosen people. ”0ur author
was not interested in history for its ov;n sake, but
only in so far as it afforded to him illustrative
material,” (Ij I'hat "illustrative material" was used
to make tne record of events a real ueacner of life.
I'he underlying principle v/hich the author saw in the
trend of events v;as that Cod revealed nimself "in
actual fact, and in real human lives," (2) I'his
philosophy of history is not of unimportance to us
and our philosophy of history. ,/e do believe that there
is purpose in the universe even though the trend of
events often appears to deny any order and purpose.
The Books of Zings show that Cod is the controlling
rTT”'^ev/er, 0 £. c i t
. , p. 215.
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power, aud si a is the force which disturbs men and
nations. i’his section of the Old Testament has
the combined value of history and of Biography;
and, in dealing v/i th both, its aim is to pass over
all minor and earthly details, and to sh ov/ the
method of Ood’s dealings both with nations and
with the individual soul. (1)
li gious le s so n s.
The above quotation forms a transition from the
pnilosophy of history to the religious lessons in the
jiOOKS of hings. The f ollov;iag para^rapn is a condensa-
tion of the religious lessons of ^iags as given by
William hmery LariBs. (2)
(a) necessity of faithfulness to the one dod (1
hgs. 2:1-4; 18; 21 f.J, Jehovah, who is specially the
dod of Israel I 2hgs . 5:15; 18:5), but also dod of all
the earth (2 Ilgs. 19:15). (b) Faithfulness to dod can
be best preserved by faithfulness to one sanctuary at
Jerusalem (1 hgs. 5; 5; 12:28-80; 14:28; 14:14. j. (c)
Jehovah through His moral government of the v;orld
punishes the wicked (1 Kgs. 9:9, 14, 28; 21:17 f.)
without partiality, (d) It is useless to try to evade
dod's decree vAiich is illustrated in 1 Kgs. 22:80 f.
(ej Hov/ever, repentance may shorten the period of
punisnment 11 Kgs. 8:88-84), or even postpone the
r'l7"~Iu'id7
, p . 4 7 b .
(2) Barnes, ci t
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affliction to a later generation (1 ligs. 21:27fj. (f)
Jehovah is merciful to Israel and to Gentiles (1 x^gs
.
lb:G-24; 2 ilgs. b;l-iy; 6:iil-2ii; 14:6,26,27). (g) fhe
tenderness of God a lid nis care for tnose who love nim
(1 x^gs. 17:1-16; 19 :i-B). Ih) Jehovan gives all good
gifts, even mental endov/ments and material oenefits
(1 Ilgs. 6:6-15). li) Sacrifice assumed as valuable to
religious observances (1 L.gs. 6:62-66). 1 j) fhe value
of prayer is enforced (1 Ilgs. 9:6-6; 17:19-22; 2 i.gs.
4:33-65; 11:4; 19:4, 16-19). "Ilings is no mere trans-
cript from the annals of Israel and Judah; it is a
noble religious booh.” 11)
The religious value of the booh of Ilings is
general rather than particular. There are indivi-
dual sections of great religious power and value --
most of all the great group of lilllijah narratives;
but the booh has been shorn, by the thoroughness
of the redaction of much that would have been of
the deepest interest to the modern student of
Israel's religious no less than political develop-
ment. 'i'ahen as a whole it has a certain melancholy
grandeur. Beginning in the splendid glitter of
Solomon’s reign, the monarchy passed v/ith unsteady
gait across the centuries, menaced by foes without
and within, and ended at last in the irretrievable
aisaster of exile. But inrouejh tixs sombre march
of ni story, a divine purpose v;as being accomplished
The disaster wnich swallowed up tae imtxon renewed
and spiritualized Tihe religion, ana unus uhe










ijecauae the ISooks of kings are historical tney
are of importance 10 day for v/hat is now ancient history.
It has been pointed out in this thesis that many of the
events recorded in kings coincide ¥/i th the findings of
archeology. i’he re is thus a co nfi rrna t i 0 n of sacred and
secular histories.
fne Books of xlings are important today as a part
of the source material for the study of the development
of the Christian religion. Zings gives "brilliant
light upon one of the most crucial epochs of Hebrew
history." ( 1 ) Hebrew history is the history of Judaism
and Judaism is the background of Christianity. Ihis
fact accounts for the inclusion of the books of Zings
in the Bible today.
In line Books of x^ings we get £,iimpses of uhe
culture of the uebrevi/ people. »je see tne political
interaction between nations of uhe same blood and among
nations of different blood.
I'he Books of Zings stand today as a literary
monument, as a political document, and as a religious
school of thought.
FTT I'bid.
, p . 105
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G h ap te r VI
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I
VII. Summary a ud co n cl u si on ,
The purpose of this chapter is to give a concise
statement of what has been done in this thesis. The
I
writer here gives a comprehensive digest of the material
press iited a ud the reasoning involved. This digest is
I
given by chapters,
h. . Ch apte r 1
.
1
In this chapter tne purpose of the tnesis v>/as set
j
forth. The assumption was made that tne hooks of ilings
were not all of the same historical source, composition,
1
j
and CO ns t ru cti on. The purpose as stated in this first
I
chapter was to determine and to trace as nearly as
i
I
possible the various sources which v;ere used in setting
j
up the present form of the Book of kings. The method
t
j
of study has been as iiearly as possible the historical
approach. In ma ny cases the writer has used literary
comparisons and criticisms. Conclusions are based upon
the value of evidence as well as upon the amount of
I
e vi de nc e
.
3 . Chap te r 1
1
.
Tne historical survey of the Books of kine,s gives
I
tne years covered, the history of important events, and
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a chronolo^ of the kings of Israel and Judah. ..i. period
of four hundred tv;elve ^ears is represented in this
study. During this time great events took place in
politics and in religion. Solomon inaerited a great
kingdom from David his fataer. Dolomon centered ais
interest in internal affairs waile his father aad
sTiressed e internal relations. I'he very system \vhich
huilt up the ki ngdom- s tate became the heart of the
doom \ihioh took the form of a divided nation under
I
xiehoboam and Jeroboam. The temporary v/ealth of the
kingdom-state ./as unproductive, i'he conflict between
Israel and Judah took the form of a protracted war.
I'or a v/hile i3y ria entered the \;ar as an ally of Judah
only to be defeated later by the combined efforts of
Israel and Judah. ihe northern xcingdom suffered attacks
on the east from the kssyrians. ihis new power caused
Israel and oyria to unite and join Judah, but the
kssyrians triumphed only to fall later at the hands of
the Dabylonians and modes. In ob6 and 5^7 Jerusalem
was captured oy tne Dabylonians and her people carried
into captivity. Judan hcid survived nearly IbU years
longer tnan Israel.
ihe historical survey was given to form a back-
ground for the literature to be studied.
C. Chapter III.
ihe organization and makeup must be understood
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before the aources are traced. therefore this chapter
has been v/ritten before an attempt to determine the
sources was made. The title of the work is derived
from the contents. The major divisions were ^^iven in
this chapter without regjard to dates of compilation,
but rather witn regard to subject matter. The study
of the dates of compilation helps to determine the
sources. The fact that soma sections were compiled
at different times implies various sources. The several
dates of compilation are based upon definite events
of histoiy. because 561 B.C. is the date of the latest
recorded event ^2 kgs. 25:27) the compilation must of
necessity have been made after 061 B.C.
b. Oha pter IV.
The ijroblem of author snip lends aid to the problem
of sources. 'Tnis chapter shovi/s that there was not just
one author but several redactors. This fact wne n
considered with the fact of different dates proves a
diversity of sources. The Books of kings have a
relationship to the Pentateuch. Evidence was given that
Deuteronomy was used by the autnors of ^^ings. The
relation to Jeremiah eliminates the possibility that
Jeremiah might have written parts of the Books of kings;
no doubt much of Jeremiah was practically quoted from
the Books of kings. The purpose for the writing of the
Books of mings was a religious and didactic purpose.
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Y/hen the compilers formed the Books of kings they
had several kinds of sources. There were the Beutero-
riomic redactions to which the compilers likely had
direct access. The Beuteronomic writers were the actual
composers of large sections as those sections were
oaken over by the editor.
The Priestly element in kings is small; it con-
sists of occasional inserted or redactionai vi/ords,
phrases, and verses.
The fact of a Beuteronomic framework into v/hich
facts were set helps to understand the sources used by
the compilers.
Y/e have direct reference to some sources; these
sources are referred to by title as (a} the boo k of
th^ acts £f Bolomon
,
( b ) t he book of the Chr onicl es of
the kings _of Israel
,
a nd ( c j t ne boo k of the Qhr onic 1 e
s
^ i n g 3 of Juda h. The first of these named
sources was composed of three original sources. These
original sources v;ere early temple records, royal
annals, and dolomon traditions. The Qh ro nic 1 e s o f the
ki n^^s of I srae 1 and the C hro nic 1 e
s
of the kiu^s of
Juoah were two distinct books.
Tae Caro nicie s £f the ki n^, s £f 1 sra e 1 was compiled
from private ni stories of nationally famous caaracters.
!
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'j?his thesis considers three of those private histories,
i'ne private history of Jeroboam is found to be directly
related in content and common interest to tne history
of the northern hiue^dan. I’he ^nab biOt^rapny favors
Ahab and makes no mention of Baal worsnip nor of the
v;o rk of Blijah. I’he biography v/as written from a
political standpoint but it is too long to have been
an official state record. The source of the Jehu
biography is difficult to determine because of the
prophetic recognition and influence v/hich had greater
effect in the time of Jehu than in the time of khab
.
The political emphasis of the Jehu narrative separates
it from the prophetic cycles of iilijah and Blisha.
The Chron i cle s of the icings of Judah as a work is
different in makeup from the narratives just considered.
Hera the temple records formed the source from which
the historian compiled his works. The temple and its
ritual receive attention rather than the king and tne
Kingdom.
xi.nother source is one t,roup of biOc,raphical
narratives concerning several heroic propnata. The
Bphraimitic Blijah stories form a vivid and picturesque
biography of the prophet Blijah. The a upe r iia t ural
elements in these stories is the main evidence of tneir
having an individual source.
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I’he 2]lisha stories are very similar to the Elijah
stories except for the greater emphasis on magic in the
former. fhe Gilgal cycle and the ;3amaria cycle of
Slisha stories are separate because of the inconsisten-
ci es in information concerning the habits of life of
1^1 is ha.
The Isaiah stories comprise a separate source on
the basis of emphasis upon the prophet Isaiah. Because
of the meager source of study for this section little
evidence can be found to substantiate proof of a clear
source. V/e can only assume that this account was taaen
from some important prophetical worh.
a ' . Cnap ter VI
.
The philosophy of history in the iiooms of xiings
is related to our belief today iu a ji vi ne purpose in
the universe. many of our religious beliefs are
similar to the religious teachings found in the Books
of kings, however some of our beliefs are more advanced.
V/e consider the Books of kings today as source material
and as a background of religious history and literature.
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